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Mr. Jeff Derouen 
Executive Director 
Public Service Commission 
21 1 Sower Boulevard 
P. 0. Box 615 
Frankfort, KY 40602 

T 502-582-8219 
F 502-582-1573 

Mary K. Keyer AT&T Kentucky 
General Attorney 
Kentucky Legal Department Room 407 marv.kever@att.com 

601 W. Chestnut Street 

Louisville, KY 40203 

July 18, 2011 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
coMMlsslokl 

Re: Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., et al., 
Complainants v. Bel IS0 u t h Telecommunications, L LC , d/b/a AT&T 
Kentucky, Defendant 
PSC 201 1-001 99 

Dear Mr. Derouen: 

Enclosed for filing in the above-referenced case are the original and ten ( I O )  
copies of AT&T Kentucky’s Motion for Leave to File Third Party Complaint and Third 
Party Complaint. The Exhibits to the Third Party Complaint are voluminous. Therefore, 
AT&T is filing one paper copy and 10 CD’s of the Exhibits with the Commission. A CD 
of the Exhibits is also being provided to the Party of Record in this case. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures 

cc: Party of Record 

926393 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the matter of: ) 
) 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE ) 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC.; ET AL. ) 

) 
COMPLAINANTS ) 

) 
V. 1 

) 

D/B/A AT&T KENTUCKY ) 
1 

DEFENDANT ) 

CASE NO. 
2011-00199 

BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LLC ) 

AT&T KENTUCKY’S MOTION FOR 
LEAVE TO FILE THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 

BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Kentucky (“AT&T Kentucky”), 

pursuant to CR 14.01 of the Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby moves the Public 

Service Commission of Kentucky for leave to file a Third Party Complaint. As grounds for its 

motion, AT&T Kentucky states: 

1. Complainants Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; 

Brandenburg Telephone Company; Duo County Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; 

Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Gearheart Communications Co., Inc.; Highland 

Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Mountain Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; North Central Telephone Cooperative 

Corporation; Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; South Central Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, Inc.; and West 



Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (collectively, “RLECs”) filed a 

complaint on May 24, 201 1, against AT&T Kentucky for compensation allegedly due for 

traffic sent by Halo Wireless, Inc. (“Halo”) to AT&T Kentucky and terminated to the RLECs. 

2. AT&P Kentucky denies that it is responsible to the RLECs for compensation for the 

termination of the Halo traffic to the extent such traffic is not intrastate intraLATA toll traffic 

as defined in and covered by the Kentucky Restructured Settlement Plan (“KRSP”), and that 

Halo is the party directly responsible for compensating the RLECs for termination of such 

traffic. 

3. Halo is a necessary party to this case under CR 19.01 in order for complete relief 

to be accorded between the RLECs and AT&T Kentucky and, therefore, should be made a 

party to the case. 

4. A copy of AT&T Kentucky’s proposed Third Party Complaint is attached hereto as 

Attachment 1. 

WHEREFORE, BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Kentucky 

respectfully requests the Commission to grant it leave to file the attached Third Party 

Complaint. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Louisville, KY 40203 
Telephone: (502) 582-821 9 
Fax: (502) 582-1573 
maw. kever@att.com 
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J. Tyson Covey 
Mayer Brown LLP 
71 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606 
Telephone: (312) 701-8600 
jcovev@,rnayerbro,wn .corn 

COUNSEL FOR BELLSOUTH 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LLC 
D/B/A AT&T KENTUCKY 

926392 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the matter of: 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE 
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION, INC.; ET AL. 

COMPLAINANTS 

v. 

BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONSl LLC 
D/B/A AT&T KENTUCKY 

DEFENDANT 

AND 

BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LLC 
D/B/A AT&T KENTUCKY 

THIRD PARTY COMPLAINANT 

V. 

HALO WIRELESS, INC. 

THIRD PARTY DEFENDANT 

THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 

BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Kentucky (“AT&T Kentucky”), by 

counsel, for its complaint against third party defendant Halo Wireless, Inc. (“Halo”) 

hereby states as follows: 



1. AT&T Kentucky is a Georgia limited liability company with its principal office 

and place of business in Atlanta, Georgia, and is authorized to provide 

telecommunications services in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 

2. Halo Wireless, Inc., is a Texas corporation with its principal place of business 

at 2351 West Northwest Highway, Suite 1204, Dallas, Texas 75220. Halo is listed on 

the Kentucky Public Service Commission’s (“Commission”) website as a cellular 

company in Kentucky. 

3. Complainants Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; 

Branden burg ‘Telephone Company; Duo County Telephone Cooperative Corporation, 

Inc.; Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Gearheart Communications Co., Inc.; 

Highland Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Mountain 

Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; North Central ‘Telephone Cooperative 

Corporation; Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; South Central Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, Inc.; 

and West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (collectively, 

“RLECs”) filed a complaint on May 24, 201 1, against AT&T Kentucky (“RLECs’ 

Complaint”) concerning traffic sent by Halo to AT&T Kentucky and alleging that AT&T 

Kentucky must compensate the RLECs for such traffic. A copy of the Complaint is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 1 I 

4. For the reasons stated herein, Halo, not AT&T Kentucky, is responsible for 

compensating the RLECs to the extent the traffic at issue in this case is not intrastate 

intraLATA toll traffic subject to and covered by the Kentucky Restructured Settlement 

Plan (“KRSP”) entered into between the RLECs and AT&T Kentucky, and, therefore, 



complete relief cannot be accorded between the RLECs and AT&T Kentucky in the 

absence of Halo being a party. 

1. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Halo-AT&T Kentucky Wireless Interconnection Agreement 

5. On March 29, 2010, and April 5, 2010, respectively, Halo and AT&T Kentucky 

executed an MFN Agreement dated March 25, 2010, in which Halo adopted the 

“251/252 wireless interconnection agreement, in its entirety,” as executed between 

AT&T Kentucky and T-Mobile USA, Inc., and dated May 8, 2003 (“Wireless ICA” or 

“ICA”)~ A copy of the Parties’ ICA as amended is attached as Exhibit A to the RLECs’ 

Complaint attached hereto as Exhibit 1 

6. Pursuant to the Wireless ICA, Halo is authorized to send only commercial 

mobile radio service (“CMRS”) traffic to AT&T Kentucky for termination or transiting to 

other carriers. See, e.g., Section II, “Purpose,” that states: 

The parties desire to enter into this Agreement consistent with all 
applicable federal, state and local statutes, rules and regulations in effect 
as of the date of its execution, including, without limitation, the Act at 
Sections 251 , 252 and 271. The access and interconnection obligations 
contained herein enable Carrier [Halo] to provide CMRS in those areas 
where it is authorized to provide such services within the nine state region 
of BellSouth. (Emphasis added.) 

7. At the same time the Parties executed the Wireless ICA, they also executed 

an amendment to that document in which the Parties agreed that the Wireless ICA 

will apply only to (1) traffic that originates on AT&T’s network or is 
transited through AT&T’s network and is routed to [Halo’s] wireless 
network for wireless termination by [Halo]; and (2) traffic that originates 
through wireless transmitting and receiving facilifies before [Halo] delivers 
traffic to AT&T for termination by AT&T or for transit to another network. 

See Exhibit 2, Amendment - Whereas Clause, 7 1 (emphasis added). 
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B. Kentucky Restructured Settlement Plan (“KRSP”) 

8. Effective January 1, 1985, AT&T Kentucky and the RLECs entered into an 

agreement setting forth the terms and conditions for the provision and exchange of 

intraLATA switched toll services. See Annex 1 , IntraLATA Switched Toll Services 

Annex (BI 3) ,  p. 1 , attached hereto as Exhibit 2. By definition, “intraLATA switched toll 

services” are ”IntraLATA Message Telecommunications Services (MTS), . . , , which are 

furnished within LATAs in which both the Bell Company [AT&T Kentucky] and the 

Independent Company [RLEC] operate in whole or in part by the system of the [RLEC] 

and by the system of [AT&T Kentucky] and are furnished exclusively by exchange 

carriers under uniform toll tariffs.” Id., Sec. I (emphasis added). MTS is further defined 

in Section II of the Annex as including “the facilities used and services rendered in 

furnishing telephone toll service communications between customer premises in 

different exchange areas within a LATA, in accordance with the schedules of charges, 

regulation and conditions stated in the uniform statewide intraLATA exchange carrier toll 

tariff(s).” (Emphasis added.) 

9. Effective March 3, 1992, AT&T Kentucky and the RLECs entered into a new 

arrangement, known as the Kentucky Restructured Settlement Plan (“KRSP”), to reflect 

changes required as a result of the Commission’s May 6, 1991, Order in Administrative 

Case No. 323. See Exhibit C, Basis of Compensation, IntraLATA Switched Toll 

Services Annex (BI-3C), attached hereto as part of Exhibit 3. Compensation for the 

handling of intrastate intraLATA switched toll services, as defined in the Annex, is set 

forth in Exhibit C. Id. at 2-4, Sec. A. 
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10. To the extent the traffic at issue in the RLECs’ Complaint is not intrastate 

intraLATA switched toll traffic, as defined in and provided for by the KRSP or in a similar 

agreement with another carrier, Halo, and not AT&T Kentucky, is responsible for 

compensating the RLECs for such traffic. 

C. Halo Traffic 

11. In or around December 2010, Halo began sending to AT&T Kentucky what 

Halo purported to be CMRS traffic for termination to other carriers pursuant to the 

Wireless ICA. AT&T Kentucky delivered that traffic for termination to other carriers, 

including the RLECs (hereinafter, “Halo traffic”). This Halo traffic is the subject matter of 

the RLECs’ Complaint. 

12. AT&T Kentucky’s analysis of the Halo traffic, however, indicates that the 

large majority of the traffic that Halo sends to AT&T Kentucky is not CMRS traffic, but 

rather is wireline-originated interstate, intrastate interLATA, or intraLATA toll traffic for 

which AT&T Kentucky has no obligation to compensate the RLECs. Halo’s 

transmission of such wireline-originated traffic to AT&T violates the Parties’ Wireless 

ICA. 

13. To the extent Halo’s traffic is wireless-originated CMRS traffic, Halo, not 

AT&T Kentucky, must compensate the RLECs for terminating that traffic. See RLECs’ 

Complaint, 7 1 5 .  

14. To the extent Halo’s traffic is either wireline-originated interstate or intrastate 

interLATA toll traffic, Halo, not AT&T Kentucky, is responsible for compensating the 

RLECs in accordance with the RLECs’ appropriate access tariffs. 

- 5 -  



15. To the extent Halo’s wireline-originated intrastate intraLATA toll traffic is not 

intrastate intraLATA toll traffic as defined in and covered by the KRSP or another similar 

agreement with another carrier, Halo, not AT&T Kentucky, is responsible for 

compensating the RLECs in accordance with the RLECs’ appropriate access tariffs.’ 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

WHEREFORE, BellSouth Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Kentucky, 

respectfully requests that the Commission: 

a. expedite the processing of this case, 

b. schedule an informal conference as quickly as possible, 

c. find that, to the extent the Halo traffic is not wireline-originated intrastate 

intraLATA toll traffic as defined in and covered by the KRSP, Halo, and not AT&T 

Kentucky, is responsible for compensating the RLECs for the termination of such traffic, 

and 

d. grant any and all other relief to which AT&T Kentucky may otherwise be 

entitled. 

Respectfully submitted, 

601 W. Ckstnut Street, Room 407 
Louisville, KY 40203 
Telephone: (502) 582-8219 
Fax: (502) 582-1573 
mary. keyer@att.com 

’ To the extent any of Halo’s traffic is wireline-originated intraLATA toll traffic as defined in and covered by 
the KRSP, AT&T Kentucky is not alleging that Halo must compensate the RLECs for that traffic. Halo’s 
transmission of such wireline-originated traffic to AT&T, however, would violate the Wireless ICA. 
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J. Tyson Covey 
Mayer Brown LLP 
71 South Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60606 
Telephone: (312) 701-8600 
jcovey@mayerbrown .com 

COUNSEL FOR BELLSOUTH 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LLC 
D/B/A AT&T KENTUCKY 

926391 
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LLP 
AT’TO R N EY S 

John E. Selent 

john.selent@.dinslaw.com 
502-540-2315 

May 24,201 1 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 
Hon. Jeff Derouen 
Executive Director 
Public Sei-vice Cornniission 
of the Comonwealtli of Kentucky 
2 1 1 Sower Blvd. 
Frankfort, KY 40601 

. ’ 

Re: Iit the Mutter of Bnllnrd Rural Telephoize Cooperative Corporntioiz, Iirtc.; 
Brciizdeizburg Telepltoize Conqnizy; Duo County Telephone CooperaPive Corporation, lnc.; 
Foothills RUMI Telephone Cooperative, Inc; Geadieart Communications Co., Pnc.; 
Highland Telephone Cooperative lnc.; Logan Telephone Cooperative, lnc.; Mountain 
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; North Central Telephone Cooperative 
Corporation; Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; Sou fh Central R U I ~  Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; Tliacl‘er-Grigsby Telephone Company, he . ;  and West 
Iientslclky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. v. BellSoiitli 
Teleconrtiitciizicntioizs, Iizc. gb/n A& T Keiztiicky 

Dear Mr. Derouen: 

We represent the above-referenced rural local exchange carriers (“RLECs”). 

Enclosed for filing in this matter, please find 

(1) one original and eleven (1 1) copies of the RLECs’ Formal Complaint against 
BellSouth Teleconununications, Inc. d/b/a AT&T Kentucky (“AT&T Kentucky”); 
and 

(2) one original and one copy of the RLECs’ Petition for Confidential Treatment which 
includes (i) one copy of the material for which confidentiality is being sought that 
identifies the confidential material by highlighting; and (ii) eleven (1 1) copies of the 
material where the confidential portions are redacted. 

101 S Fifth Street, Suite 2500 Louisville, KY 40202-3175 
502.581 .EO00 502.581.81 11 fax www.dins1aw.com 

mailto:john.selent@.dinslaw.com
http://www.dins1aw.com


Hon. Jeff Derouen 
May 24,201 1 
Page 2 

Please be advised that the RI,ECs have not served a copy of the Petition for Coi?fidential 
Treatment on AT&T Kentucky because the Public Service Coimnission of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky (the “Cornmission”) has not yet establislied a case in this matter. If it pleases the 
Coimnission, the RLECs will sellre a copy of tlie Petition for Confidential Treatment on AT&T 
Kentucky at such time as tlie Commission establishes a case in this matter and orders AT&T 
Kentucky to answer or satisfy the RLECs’ Formal Complaint. 

Please file-stamp one copy of eacli of the items listed above, and return it to our delivery 
person. 

Thanlc you, and if you have any questions, please call me. 

Very truly yours, 

JES/sdt 

Eiiclosures 

cc: Edward T. Depp, Esq. 

ins LLP 



In the Matter of: 

MAY 24 z n u  
PUBL.IC SERVICE 
C 0 M VI IS S IO N 

Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 

0 Corporation, Inc.; Foothills Rural Telephone ) 

Co., Pnc.; Highland Telephone Cooperative 1 
Inc.; Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; 1 

Cooperative Corporation; Peoples Rural ) 

Corporation, Inc.; Brandenburg Telephone ) 
Company; Duo County Telephone Cooperative ) 

Cooperative, Inc.; Gearheart Communications ) 

Mountain Rural Telephone cooperative 
Corporation, Hnc.; North Central Telephone ) 

Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; South Central ) 
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.; ) 
Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, h c . ;  ) 
and West Kentucky Rural Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. 

Case No. 

1 
Complainants 1 

) 
V. 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a ) 
AT&T Kentuclq 1 

Defendant ) 

PETITION FOR CONFIDENTHAIL T 
CONTAINED f[N T COMPLAINT 

The RLECs’, by counsel, and pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001 57 and ICRS 61.878(1)(c), 

move the Public Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Kentucky (the “Corn.rnission”) to 

accord confidential treatment to the highlighted information (the “Information”) contained in 17 

II_- 

’ Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Brandenburg Telephone Company, Duo County 
Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc., Gearhart Communications 
Co., Inc., Highland Telephone Cooperative, Tnc., Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc., Mountain Rural Telephone 
Cooperative, Inc., North Central Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc., 
South Central Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, Inc., and 
West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (collectively the “RLECs”). 

1 



24-36 of the RLECs’ Formal Complaint against BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a 

AT&T K.eiitucky (“AT&T Kentucky”). The Information highlighted specifies the total amount 

AT&T Kentucky owes the RLECs for unpaid switched access services. In support of their 

Petition, the RLECs state as follows. 

I. Applicable Law. 

807 KAR 5:001 §7(2) sets forth a procedure by which certain information filed with the 

Commission may be treated as confidential. Specifically, the party seeking confidential 

treatment of certain information must “[set] forth specific grounds pursuant to KRS 61.870 et 

seq., the Kentucky Open Records Act, upon which the commission should classify that material 

as confidential.” 807 KAR 5:001 §7(2)(a)(l). 

The Kentucky Open R.ecords Act, KRS 61.870 et seq., exempts certain records from the 

requirement of public inspection. See ICRS 61.878. In particular, KRS 61.878 provides as 

follows: 

( I )  The following public records are excluded f?om the 
application of [the Open Records Act] and shall be subject 
to inspection only upon order of a court of competent 
jurisdiction: 

(c) 1. Upon and after July 15, 1992, records 
confidentially disclosed to an agency or required by 
an agency to be disclosed to it, generally recognized 
as confidential or proprietary, which if openly 
disclosed would permit an unfair comercia1 
advantage to competitors of the entity that disclosed 
the records. 

Id 

XI. The Financial Information Should Re Classified Confidential. 

Read in conjunction, 807 KAR 5:001 §7(2)(a)(l) and KRS 61.878(1)(c) provide that the 

i 

Commission may classify the Information as confidential if the open disclosure of the 

2 



Information to the general public "would permit an unfair commercial advantage to competitors 

of the entity that disclosed the records." See KRS 61.878(1)(~)(1). For the reasons set forth 

below, the disclosure of the Information to the general public could "permit an unfair 

commercial advantage to competitors of [AT&T Kentucky] .'I Id. Accordingly, the Information 

should be classified as confidential. 

In 77 24-36 of the IU,ECs' Formal Complaint, the RLECs specify the total amount 

AT&T Kentucky owes the RLECs for unpaid switched access services. Although the RLECs do 

not know whether AT&T Kentucky considers the Information confidential, it believes that the 

disclosure of the Information to the general public could permit an unfair commercial advantage 

to AT&T Kentucky's competitors. Accordingly, out of an abundance of caution, believing that 

the information contained in 71 24-36 of the RLECs' Formal Complaint may be potentially 

sensitive to AT&T Kentucky, the RLECs request that the Information be treated as confidential. 

The disclosure of this Infomation to the public may provide AT&T Kentucky's competitors and 

potential competitors with potentially confidential information regarding AT&T Kentucky's 

monthly access expenses. Competitors could then potentially exploit that information and gain 

an unfair competitive advantage. If, however, the Commission classifies the Information as 

confidential, AT&T Kentucky's competitors will not gain unfair access to this potentially 

sensitive, confidential information related to AT&T Kentucky's monthly access expenses. 

PIT. Conclusion. 

807 KAR 5:OOl $7(2)(a)(l) and KRS 61.878(1)(~)(1) expressly authorize the 

Commission to classify the Information as confidential (and thereby restrict public access to the 

Information) because the disclosure of the Information to the public may permit an unfair 

competitive advantage to competitors of AT&T Kentucky. For the reasons set forth above, the 

3 



disclosure of the Information could provide AT&T Kentucky's competitors with an unfair 

competitive advantage over AT&T Kentucky. Accordingly, the Commission should classify the 

Infomation as confidential pursuant to 807 ICAR 5:OOl $7 and KRS 61.878(1)(~)(1) and prevent 

the public disclosure of the Information. 

RespectfUlly submitted, 

n 

Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
(502) 540-2300 (Telephone) 
(502) 585-2207 (Facsimile) 
Counsel to the RLECs 

852415-11 
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BEF SERVICE 

In the Matter of: 

Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, Inc.; 
and West Kentucky Rural Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. 

Complainants 

V. 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a 
AT&T Kentucky 

efendant 

Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative R EC E BV E D 
Corporation, Inc.; Brandenburg Telephone ) 
Company; Duo County Telephone Cooperat,ive ) MAY 24 2011 
Corporation, Bnc.; Foothills Rural Telephone ) 
Cooperative, Inc.; Gearheart Communications ) 
Co., Inc.; Highland Telephone Cooperative 

1 
Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative 
Corporation, Hnc.; North Central Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation; Peoples Rural 
Telephone Cooperative, Hnc.; South Central 
Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, 

PUBLIC SERVICE 
C 0 M MISS ION 

Inc.; Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc.; 

) 

) 

) Case No. 

) 
1 

) 
1 

) 

PO 

Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (“Ballard Ruraz”), Brandenburg 

Telephone Company (“Brandenburg”), Duo County Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. 

(“Duo County”), Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc. ((‘Foothillsyy), Gearheart 

Communications Co., Inc. (“Gearheartyy), Higldand Telephone Cooperative, Inc. (“Highland”), 

Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc. (“Logan Telephone”), Mountain Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (”Mountain Rural”), North Central Telephone Cooperative 

Corporation (“North Central”), Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative, Inc. (“Peoples”), South 

1 



. I  
t .  

Central Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. ("South Central"), Thacker-Grigsby 

Telephone Company, Inc. ("Thacker-Grigsby"), and West Kentucky Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Iiic. ("West Kentucky") (collectively, the "RLECs"), by counsel, for 

their formal complaint against BellSouth Telecommunications, Tnc. d/b/a AT&T Kentucky 

("AT&T Kentucky"), pursuant to KRS 278.030,278.040,278.260,278.280, 807 KAR 5:OOl and 

KAR 5:006, and the Communications Act of 1934, as amended by the Telecommunications Act 

of 1996, hereby state as follows. 

1. The full names and addresses of the RLECs are as follows. 

a. The full name and address of Ballard is Ballard Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc., 159 West Second Street, P.O. Box 209, La Center, Kentucky 

42056. Ballard Rural is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecoimunicatioiis services in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Ballard Rural is a Kentucky 

corporation. 

b. The full name and address of Brandenburg Telephone is Brandenburg 

Telephone Company, 200 Telco Dr., P.O. Box 599, Brandenburg, Kentucky 401 08. 

Brandenburg Telephone is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecommunications services in the Commonwealth of ICentucky. Brandenburg Telephone is a 

Kentucky corporation. 

c. The full name and address of Duo County is Duo County Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc., P.O. Box 80, 2150 N. Main Street, Jamestown KY 42629. Duo 

County is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications 

services in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Duo County is a Kentucky corporation. 

2 



d. The full name and address of Foothills is Foothills Rural Telephone 

Cooperative, Corporation, Inc., 1621 ICY Hwy. 40 W., Staffordsville, Kentucky 41256. Foothills 

is a m a l  incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications service in 

the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Foothills is a Kentucky corporation. 

e. The full name and address of Gearheart is Gearheart Communications 

Company, Inc., 20 Laynesville Rd., Harold, Kentucky 41635. Gearheart is a rural incumbent 

local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications service in the Commonwealth 

of Kentucky. Gearhear; is a Kentucky corporation. 

f. The full name and address of Highland is Highland Telephone 

cooperative, Inc., P.O. Box 11 9, Sunbright Tennessee 27872. Highland is a rural incumbent 

local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications service in the Commonwealth 

of Kentucky. Highland is a foreign corporation. Highland subtends a Windstream tandem. 

g. The full name and address of Logan Telephone is Logan Telephone 

Cooperative, Inc., 10725 Bowling Green Rd,, Auburn, Kentucky 42206. Logan Telephone is a 

rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications service in the 

Cornonwealth of Kentucky. Logan Telephone is a Kentucky corporation. 

h. The full name and address of Mountain Rural is Mountain Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., 405 Main Street, P.O. Box 399, West Liberty 

Kentucky 41472. Mountain Rural is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to 

provide telecommunications service in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Mountain Rural is a 

Kentucky corporation. 

1. The full narne and address of North Central is North Central Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, P.O. Box 70, 872 Highway 52 Bypass East, Lafayette, Tennessee 

3 



37083. North Central is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecommunications service in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Noi-th Central is a foreign 

corporation. 

j.  The full name and address of Peoples is Peoples Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Hwy. 421 South, P.O. Box 159, McKee, Kentucky 40447. 

Peoples is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications 

service in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Peoples is a Kentucky corporation. 

k. The full name and address of South Central is South Central Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., 1399 Happy Valley Road, Glasgow, Kentucky 42141. 

South Central is a m a l  incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecommunications service in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. South Central is a Kentucky 

corporation. 

1. The fill1 name and address of Thacker-Grigsby is Thacker-Grigsby 

Telephone Company, Inc., 60 Communications Lane, P.O. Box 789, Hindrnan, Kentucky 41822. 

Thacker-Grigsby is a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecommunications service in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Thaclcer-Grigsby is a Kentucky 

corporation. 

m. The full name and address of West Kentucky is West Kentucky Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., P.O. Box 649, Mayfield KY 42066. West Kentucky is 

a rural incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide telecommunications service in the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky. West Kentucky is a Kentucky corporation. 

2. The full name and address of AT&T Kentucky is BellSouth Telecommunications, 

Lnc. d/b/a AT&T Kentucky, 675 W. Peachtree Street, N.E., Suite 4514, Atlanta, Georgia 30375. 
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AT&T Kentucky is an incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to provide 

telecommunications services in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. AT&" Kentucky is a foreign 

corporation. 

3. The facts supporting this complaint are set forth more fully below; but briefly, this 

cornplaint concerns AT&T Kentucky's refusal to compensate the RLECs for access traffic that it 

delivers to the RLECs' respective networks for termination. 

APPLICABLE LAW 

4. KRS 278.040 vests the Commission with exclusive jurisdiction "over the 

regulation of rates and service of utilities" within the Commonwealth. 

5. KRS 278.260 further vests the Commission with original jurisdiction over any 

"complaint as to [the] rates or service of any utility" and empowers the Commission to 

investigate and remedy such complaints. 

6. As a utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Cormnission, AT&T Kentucky must 

engage in "just, reasonable, safe, proper, adequate, [and] sufficient" practices. KRS 278.280( 1). 

7. Similarly, Kentucky law permits the RLECs to "establish reasonable rules 

governing the conduct of [their] business[es] and the conditions under which [they] shall be 

required to render service." KRS 278.030(2). The RLECs may also "employ in the conduct of 

[their] business[es] suitable and reasonable classifications of [their] service . . . [that] take into 

account the nature of the use . .. the quantity used ... the purpose for which used, and any other 

reasonable consideration." KRS 278.030(3). 

8. Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:006(14)(1)(a), (e), (0, and (g) the RLECs "may refuse or 

terminate service to'' AT&T Kentucky for: (i) "noncompliance with the utility's tariffed rules or 
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commission administrative regulations:” (ii) “noncompliance with state, local or other codes;” 

(iii) “nonpayment of bills;” and/or (iv) “illegal use or theft of service.” 

STATEMENT OF PACTS 

9. AT&T Kentucky is delivering access traffic to the RLECs from third-party 

telecommunications carriers without compensating the RLECs accordingly for access services. 

10. Specifically, AT&T Kentucky has engaged in a practice that allows third-party 

carriers to opt-into existing interconnection agreements (“ICA”) whereby AT&T Kentucky 

agrees to act as an intermediary for the delivery of traffic to other carriers. As the intermediary, 

AT&T Kentucky secures for itself the right to reimbursement fiom the third-party for any 

charges it incurs in terminating the traffic to other carriers. AT&T Kentucky then terminates this 

traffic to the other carriers (here, the RLECs) over access trunk groups. 

1 1. Sometime in or around December of 2010, AT&T Kentucky began delivering 

third-party traffic fiom a company named Halo Wireless, Inc. (“Halo”) to the RLECs’ respective 

networks for termination. AT&T Kentucky presumably did so pursuant to an ICA that Halo 

opted-into with AT&T Kentucky an March 29,2010 and filed with the Commission on April 20, 

2010. (See ‘‘Wireless Adoption Agreement.” between AT&T Kentucky and Halo attached as 

Exhibit A.) AT&T Kentucky continues to deliver this traffic to the RLECs’ networks to this 

day.‘ 

12. Despite its misleading name, Halo is not a wireless carrier that provides service to 

wireless end-users in the state of Kentucky. Halo, instead, appears to be acting in this case like a 

wholesale provider of access traffic termination services. Several of the RLECs have informed 

AT&T Kentucky of this, and AT&T Kentucky has acknowledged that it shares this concern. 

’ And, while the Halo traffic specifically referenced herein is a significant, known problem with AT&T’s ongoing 
practices, the RLECs note that this is likely but one example of AT&T’s pattern of conduct. 
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13. Yet, when the RLECs seek compensation from AT&T Kentucky for terminating 

this access traffic on their networks, AT&T Kentucky claims: (i) that the .traffic is CMRS traffic 

and, therefore, that it should not be billed for it under the terms of the Kentucky Restructured 

Settlement Plan (the “ICRSP”); and/or (ii) that it is the RLECs responsibility to seek 

compensation directly from Halo. Neither claim is accurate. 

14. As an initial matter, Halo had to establish connections with AT&T Kentucky. As 

a result, AT&T Kentucky should have been aware that the volume of “transit traffic” that it 

would receive fkom Halo would be substantial. Despite knowing this, AT&T Kentucky failed to 

provide any advance notice to the RLECs regarding the type or volume of traffic AT&T 

Kentucky would be delivering to them from Halo. 

15. Under the now-expired KRSP, the RLECs had agreed to give AT&T Kentucky 

credit for actual CMRS traffic that it delivered to the RLECs’ networks. (See “Kentucky 

Restructured Settlement Plan” attached as Exhibit B.) Though the KRSP expired by its own 

terms on December 3 1 , 2006, the RLECs, as a course of practice, have continued to give AT&T 

Keiituclcy credit for CMRS traffic where AT&T Kentucky’s call detail records provide evidence 

that such traffic is, in fact, CMRS traffic. Where the traffic is not CIVIRS traf‘fic, AT&T 

Kentucky must compensate the RLECs for providing access services at the tariffed rate. 

16. The HaIo traf5c is not CMRS traffic. The call detail records provided by AT&T 

Kentucky to the RLECs were matched with the RLECs own switch records to confirm this 

conclusion? For example, in at least one instance, the RLECs were able to confirm that a Halo 

call delivered to the RLECs by AT&T Kentucky originated from a cable company wireline 

phone subscriber in Virginia. 

The RLECs were forced to use their own switch records and could not rely on call detail provided by AT&T 
Kentucky because those records lacked any data that might otherwise be of use in ascertaining the true source of 
these so-called wireless calls. 

i 
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17. Because this traffic is not wireless traffic, the RLBCs have not provided AT&T 

Kentucky credit for tl6s traffic on their invoices to AT&T Kentucky. AT&T Kentucky, however 

- and even while acknowledging that it shares the concern that the Halo traEc it delivers is not 

CMRS trafic - has refused to compensate the RLECs for this traffic by withholding payment in 

direct contravention of the RLECs’ access tariffs. AT&T Kentucky continues to unjustly 

withhold payment of, or otherwise dispute, these tariffed charges to this day. 

18. AT&T Kentucky has refbsed to compensate the RLECs even though it has, itself, 

acknowledged “concerns about this traffic” and “concerns with Halo.” (See May 6,201 1 Email 

from AT&T Kentucky to Ballard Rural Regarding “Rallard April 201 1 CABS Access Invoice” 

attached as Exhibit C.; see also March 25, 2011 Email fiom AT&T Kentucky to Brandenburg 

Telephone Regarding “New Meet Point Wireless Carrier - Halo Wireless (OCN 429F) in 

Kentucky” attached as Exhibit D.) 

19. Despite its recognition that the Halo traffk is cause for concern, however, AT&T 

Kentucky’s response has been to assume, despite evidence to the contrary, that the Halo traffic it 

delivers to the RLECs is CMRS traffc simply because it does so pursuant to a “Wireless 

Adoption Agreement” - the ICA - that it allowed Halo to adopt. AT&T Kentucky continues to 

deliver this traffic to the RLECs and demand credit for the minutes of use under the inaccurate 

claim that the Halo traffic is CMRS traffic. 

20. When the E E C s  contacted AT&T Kentucky in an effort to resolve the dispute, 

AT&T Kentucky directed the RLECs to Halo as the proper party for the RLECs to pursue for 

compen~ation.~ 

At least two RLECs have attempted to contact Halo directly regarding the traffic it is transiting via AT&T 
Kentucky’s network in an effort to execute an ICA. (See March 28,201 1 Letter from Brandenburg Telephone to 
Halo attached as Exhibit E; see also April 21, 2011 Letter from South Central to Halo Attached as Exhibit F.) 
Unforhmately, Halo has, to date, refused to negotiate an ICA in good faith. (See March 3 1 201 1 Letter from Halo 
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21. However, the TCA between AT&T Kentucky and Halo provides just the opposite. 

Pursuant to Section VII., Paragraph C. of the ICA between AT&T Kentucky and Halo, AT&T 

Kentucky is to pass on to Halo “any charges that [AT&T Kentucky] may be obligated to pay to 

the Third Party Carrier” - in this case the RLECs. (See “Wireless Adoption Agreement” 

between AT&T Kentucky and Halo attached as Exhibit A.) In fact, the traffic percentages 

included in the ICA anticipate that this very type of ‘Won-Local Intermediary Plus Cost Traffic” 

will occur. (See id. at Section VII., Paragraph E.) 

22. Section VII., Paragraph C. of the TCA also provides that Halo is required to 

compensate AT&T Kentucky $0.002 per minute to deliver this traffic to the RLECs’ networks. 

(See id. at Section VIL, Paragraph C.) 

23. Thus, pursuant to the ICA between AT&T Kentucky and Halo, AT&T Kentucky 

has the contractual right both to receive compensation from Halo for transiting the traffic in 

question and to pass on to Halo any access charges AT&T Kentucky is required to pay the 

RLECs for termination. 

24. 

this access traffic. 

25. 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Ballard Rural for 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Brandenburg 

Telephone for this access traffic. 

26. 

this access traffic. 

27. 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Duo County for 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Foothills for this 

access traffic. 

to Brandenburg Telephone attached as Exhibit G; see also May 3,201 1 Letter from Halo to South Central attached 
as Exhibit H). 
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28. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes approximately $ in access charges to 

Gearheart for this access traffic. 

29. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Highland for this 

access traffic. 

30. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Logan Telephone 

for this access traffic. 

31. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Mountain Rural 

for this access traffic. 

32. 

this access traffic. 

33. 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to North Central for 

To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Peoples for this 

access trafic. 

34. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to South Central for 

this access traffic. 

35. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to Thacker-Grigsby 

for this access traffic. 

36. To date, AT&T Kentucky owes $ in access charges to West Kentucky 

for this access traffic. 

37. All totaled, and for only three months of Halo traffic delivered by AT&T 

Kentucky, this is rapidly approaching a million dollar issue; and the amount is increasing at an 

alarming rate. 

38. In sum, AT&T Kentucky is dumping access traffic on the RLECs without paying 

for it. It then tries to hide behind the fig leaf of an agreement that knowingly mischaracterizes 
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the traffic as CMRS traffic, all the while ignoring the provisions in that same ICA that would 

permit it to be reimbursed by Halo for the access charges AT&T Kentucky owes to the 

terminating RLECs. All the while, AT&T Kentucky is getting paid to do this at a rate of $0.002 

per minute. (See at Section VII., Paragraph C. of “Wireless Adoption Agreement” between 

AT&T Kentucky and Halo attached as Exhibit A.) 

39. AT&T Kentucky should not be allowed to dump this traffic on the RLECs 

without compensating the RLECs for the access services they provide in terminating that traEc. 

This is especially true where, as here, AT&T Kentucky receives compensation from the third- 

party carriers for delivering this traffic and, moreover, has the contractual right to pass the 

RL,ECs’ access charges on to the third-party carrier. 

40. AT&T Kentucky should, therefore, be required to pay the RLECs at their tariffed 

access rates for the Halo-originated traffic the RLECs are being forced to terminate. 

]REPON, the RLECs respectfblly request that the Commission take the following 

actions. 

A. Order AT&T Kentucky to pay the RLECs’ tariffed access rates for the 

termination of the Halo traffic and all other third-party traffic that is not CMRS trafic; 

B. In the alternative, declare that the RLECs are authorized to - consistent with 

applicable regulations and the terms of their tariffs - terminate service to AT&T Kentucky for 

refusing to pay the RLECs’ tariffed rates for the termination of access traffic; and 

C. Grant the U E C s  any and all other legal and equitable relief to which they may be 

entitled. 



Edward T. Depp 
Stephen D. Thompson 
DNSNBOrn & SHO 
101 South Fifth Street 
2500 National City Tower 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
(502) 540-2300 (Telephone) 
(502) 585-2207 (Facsimile) 
Counsel to the RLECs 

853033~1 
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MFRI AGREEMENT 

WIRELESS ADOPTION AGREEMENTIAIXT-SSTATE 
PAGE 1 OF 4 

HALO WIRLELESS 
VERSION - 03/25/10 

This MFN Agreement (“MFN Agreement“), which shall be filed with and is subject to approval by the respective State 
Commissions, as indicated below, and shall become effective ten ( IO)  days after approval by such Commissions (“Effective 
Date”), is entered into by and between Halo Wireless, Inc. (“CARRIER), a Texas corporation on behalf of itself, and BellSouth 
Telecommunications, Inc., d/b/a AT&T Alabama, AT&T Florida, AT&T Georgia, AT&T Kentucky, AT&T Louisiana, AT&T 
Mississippi, AT&T North Carolina, AT&T South Carolina and AT&T Tennessee, (collectively, “AT&T”), having an office at 675 
W. Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia, 30375, on behalf of itself and its successors and assigns. 

WHEREAS, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Acfll) was signed into law on February 8, 1996; 

WHEREAS, CARRIER has requested that AT&T make available the 251/252 wireless interconnection agreement, in 
its entirety, executed between BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. and T-Mobile USA, Inc., dated May 8, 2003, for the 
State(s) of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee (collectively 
“AT&T”) (“Wireless Agreement“); 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 252(i) of the Act, for purposes of this MFN Agreement, CARRIER has adopted the 
Wireless Agreement for the State($ of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Tennessee; and, 

WHEREAS, the Parties have agreed to add an additional Whereas Clause to the Wireless Agreement, through a 
separate amendment to the Wireless Agreement, which the Parties are executing concurrent with CARRIER’S execution of 
this MFN Agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and mutual covenants of this MFN Agreement, CARRIER and 
AT&T hereby agree as follows: 

1, shall be defined as the States of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Tennessee. 

2. CARRIER and shall adopt, in its entirety, the Wireless Agreement, dated May 8, 2003, and any and all 
amendments to said Wireless Agreement, executed and approved by the appropriate State Commissions as of the date of the 
execution of this MFN Agreement. The Wireless Agreement and all amendments thereto are attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and 
are incorporated herein by this reference. The adoption of the Wireless Agreement with amendment(s) consists of the 
following: 

.- ITEM 
MFN Agreement 
Signature Page I 

Exhibit 1 Cover Page 
T-Mobile 
T-Mobile 
T-Mobile 
T-Mobile 
T-k 

USA, Inc. Agreement 
USA, Inc. Amendment - Effective March 3,2004 
USA, Inc. Amendment - Effective April 30,2006 
USA, Inc. Amendment - Effective April 21,2008 

1 Whereas Clause Amendment -.-.-.I 
3. In the event that CARRIER consists of two (2) or more separate entities as set forth in the preamble to this MFN 
Agreement, all such entities shall be jointly and severally liable for the obligations of CARRIER under this MFN Agreement. 

The term of this MFN Agreement shall be from the Effective Date as set forth in the first paragraph above and shall expire as 
of January 7,2011. 



WIRELESS ADOPTION AGREEMENT/AT&T-SSTATE 
PAGE 2 OF 4 

HALO WIRLELESS 

CARRIER shall accept and incorporate any approved amendments to the Wireless Agreement executed as a result 
VERSION - 03/25/10 

4. 
of any final judicial, regulatory, or legislative action. 

5. In entering into this MFN Agreement, the Parties acknowledge and agree that neither Party waives, and each Party 
expressly reserves, any of its rights, remedies or arguments it may have at law or under the intervening law or regulatory 
change provisions in this MFN Agreement with respect to any orders, decisions, legislation or proceedings and any remands 
by the FCC, State Commission, court, legislature or other governmental body including, without limitation, any such orders, 
decisions, legislation, proceedings, and remands which were issued, released or became effective prior to the Effective Date 
of this MFN Agreement, or which the Parties have not yet fully incorporated into this Agreement or which may be the subject 
of further government review. 

6. 
7. 
and shall be delivered either by hand, by overnight courier or by US mail postage prepaid addressed to: 

Every notice, consent or approval of a legal nature, required or permitted by this MFN Agreement shall be in writing 

To AT&T: 
Contract Management 
ATTN: Notices Manager 
31 1 S. Akard, 9th Floor 
Dallas, TX 75202-5398 
Facsimile Number: 214-464-2006 

With a Copy To: 

Business Markets Attorney 
Suite 4300 
675 W. Peachtree St. 
Atlanta, GA 30375 

To CARRIER: 

Todd Wallace 
CTO 
3437 W. 7” Street 
Box 127 
Fort Worth, TX 76107 
Phone Number 682-551-3797 
Facsimile Number 817-338-3777 
Email: twallace@halowireless.com 

or at such other address as the intended recipient previously shall have designated by written notice to the other Party. 
Where specifically required, notices shall be by certified or registered mail. llnless otherwise provided in this MFN 
Agreement, notice by mail shall be effective on the date it is officially recorded as delivered by return receipt or equivalent, and 
in the absence of such record of delivery, it shall be presumed to have been delivered the fifth day, or next business day after 
the fifth day, after it was deposited in the mails. 

mailto:twallace@halowireless.com
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Halo Wireless, Inca 

WIRELESS ADOPTION AGREEMENT/AT&T-SSTATE 
PAGE 3 OF 4 

HALO WIRLELESS 
VERSION - 03/25/10 

BellSouth Telecommunications, lnc., d/b/a 
AT&T Alabama, AT&T Florida, AT&T Georgia, 
AT&T Kentucky, AT&" Mississippi, AT&T 
North Carolina, ATBT South Carolina and 
AT&T Tennessee, by AT&T Operations, Inc., 
their authorized agent 

Name: Eddie A. Reed, Jr. 

Title: Director-Interconnection Agreements 
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AMENDMENT - WHEREAS CLAUS IAT&T-ZZSTm 
PAGE 1 OF 2 

HALO WIRELESS 
VERSION - 03/25/10 

AIvlENDMENI'ToTEE AGREElMN" 
BETWEEN 

HALO WELESS, INC. 
AM, 

B E L L S O U I 3 E - I ~ ~ W C A ~ O N S 7  INC., W]B/AAT&TALKNM& AT&T 
FlcxIRIDA, AT&T GEORGIA, AT&TICENTKIW, AT&TMISSTSSIPPT, AT&T 
NORT€ICAROI.N$, AT&T SO~CAROWAM>AT&T"N%BSEE 

This Amendment (the "Amendment") amends the Interconnection Agreement by and between 
BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., d/b/a AT&T Alabama, AT&T Florida, AT&T Georgia, AT&T Kentucky, 
AT&T Mississippil AT&T North Carolina, AT&T South Carolina and AT&T Tennessee (collectively, "AT&T") 
and Halo Wireless, Inc. ("Carrier"). AT&T and Carrier are hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Parties" 
and individually as a "Party". 

WHEREAS, AT&T and Carrier are Parties to an Interconnection Agreement under Sections 251 and 
252 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the "Act"), dated , ; and 

NOW, THEREFOREl in consideration of the promises and mutual agreements set forth herein, the 
Parties agree to amend the Agreement as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The Parties agree to add the following language after the second "Whereas" clause: 

Whereas, the Parties have agreed that this Agreement will apply only to (1) traffic that originates on 
AT&T's network or is transited through AT&T's network and is routed to Carrier's wireless network 
for wireless termination by Carrier; and (2) traffic that originates through wireless transmitting and 
receiving facilities before Carrier delivers traffic to AT&T for termination by AT&T or for transit to 
another network. 

EXCEPT AS MODIFIED HEREIN, ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE UNDERLYING 
AGREEMENT SHALL REMAIN IJNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. 

This Amendment shall not modify or extend the Effective Date or Term of the underlying Agreement, 
but rather, shall be coterminous with such Agreement. 

In entering into this Amendment, neither Party waives, and each Party expressly reserves, any rights, 
remedies or arguments it may have at law or under the intervening law or regulatory change provisions 
in the underiying Agreement (including intervening law rights asserted by either Party via written notice 
predating this Amendment) with respect to any orders, decisions, legislation or proceedings and any 
remands thereof, which the Parties have not yet fully incorporated inta this Agreement or which may be 
the subject of further review. 

This Amendment shall be filed with and is subject to approval by the respective State Commissions and 
shall become effective ten (1 0) days following approval by such Commissions, 



Halo Wireless, Inc. 

AMENDMENT -.WHEREAS CLAUS IAT&T-ZZSTATE 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

HALO WIRELESS 
VERSION - 03/25/10 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., d/b/a 
AT&T Alabama, dlbla AT&T Florida, d/b/a 
ATLT Georgia, dlbla AT&T Kentucky, d/b/a 
AT&T Mississippi, d/b/a AT&T North Carolina, 
dlbla AT&T South Carolina, dlbla AT&T 
Tennessee; by AT&T Operations, Inc., their 
authorized agent 

By:--...--. WCJCL - 
- Name: T d Z  ceb, ((4 cq- Name: Eddie A. Reed, Jr. 

Title: Director-Interconnection Agreements-- - Title: c 7 . 0  

Date: 7- 277- 2010 Date: 4.54 IO - 
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AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT is made by and between BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc., (“BellSouth”), a Georgia Corporation, and T-Mobile USA, Inc. f/k/a VoiceStream 
Wireless Corp. (“Carrier”) a Delaware Corporation for and on behalf of those entities 
listed in Attachment A which entities T-Mobile USA, Inc. hereby represents it has 
authority to bind hereunder (all collectively referred to as “Carrier”) and shall be 
deemed effective as of May 1 , 2003, (the “Effective Date”). This Agreement may refer 
to either BellSouth or Carrier or both as a “party” or “parties.” 

WITNESSETH 

Wf-{EREAS, BellSouth is an incumbent local exchange carrier authorized to 
provide telecommunications services in the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee; and 

WHEREAS, Carrier is a Commercial Mobile Radio Service (“CMRS”) provider 
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) to provide CMRS in the 
States of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Tennessee; and 

WHEREAS, the parties wish to interconnect their facilities and exchange traffic 
for the purposes of fulfilling their obligations pursuant to sections 251, 252 and 271 of 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and to replace any and all other prior agreements, 
both written and oral; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements contained 
herein, BellSouth and Carrier agree as follows: 

1. Definitions 

For purposes of this Agreement, the following capitalized terms have the meanings set 
forth below unless the context requires otherwise. Terms that appear herein (whether 
or not capitalized) that are not defined herein have the meanings ascribed to them in 
the Act (defined herein), or (if not defined therein) have the meanings customarily 
associated with them based on ordinary usage in the telecommunications industry as of 
the Effective Date. 

A. Affiliate is defined as a person that (directly or indirectly) owns or 
controls, is owned or controlled by, or is under common ownership or control 
with, another person. For purposes of this paragraph, the term “own” means to 
own an equity interest (or equivalent thereof) of more than 10 percent. 
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B. Commission is defined as the appropriate regulatory agency in each of 
BellSouth’s nine state region: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee. 

C. Intermediary Traffic is defined as the delivery, pursuant to this 
agreement or Commission directive, of local or toll (using traditional landline 
definitions) traffic to or from (i) a local exchange carrier other than BellSouth; (ii) 
a competitive or alternative local exchange carrier ((LCLEC”); or (iii) another 
telecommunications carrier such as a CMRS provider other than Carrier through 
the respective networks of BellSouth or Carrier, and delivered from or to an end 
user of BellSouth or Carrier. All local or toll traffic from a local exchange carrier 
delivered to Carrier not originated on the BellSouth network by BellSouth is 
considered Intermediary Traffic. 

D. Local Traffic is defined for purposes of reciprocal compensation under 
this Agreement as: (1) any telephone call that originates on the network of 
Carrier within a Major Trading Area (“MTA”) and terminates on the network of 
BellSouth in the same MTA and within the Local Access and Transport Area 
(“LATA”) in which the call is handed off from Carrier to BellSouth, and (2) any 
telephone call that originates on the network of BellSouth that is handed off to 
Carrier in BellSouth‘s service territory and in the same LATA in which the call 
originates and terminates and is delivered to the network of Carrier in the MTA 
in which the call is handed off from BellSouth to Carrier. For purposes of this 
Agreement, LATA shall have the same definition as that contained in the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, and MTA shall have the same definition as 
that contained in the FCC’s rules. Traffic delivered to or received from an 
interexchange carrier is not Local Traffic. Interexchange access as defined in 
47 CFK Part 69 and in comparable state utility laws (“Access Traffic”) is not 
Local Traffic. 

E. Local Interconnection is defined for purposes of this Agreement as the 
connection of the parties’ respective networks for the exchange and 
delivery of Local Traffic to be terminated on each party’s local network so that 
end users of either party have the ability to reach end users of the other party 
without the use of any access code or substantial delay in the processing of the 
call. 

F. 
Access Traffic, as described in section Y’ of this Agreement. 

Non-Local Traffic is defined as all traffic that is neither Local Traffic nor 

G. Percent of Interstate Usage (PIU) is defined as a factor to be applied to 
that portion of Non-Local Traffic comprised of interstate interMTA minutes of use 
in order to designate those minutes that should be rated as interstate access 
services minutes of use. The numerator is all interstate interMTA minutes of 
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use, less any interstate minutes of use for “Terminating Party Pays’’ services, 
such a s  800 Services. The denominator is all interMTA minutes of use less all 
minutes attributable to Terminating Party Pays services. 

H. Percent Local Usage (PLU) is defined as  a factor to be applied to 
terminating minutes of use. The numerator is all “nonintermediary” Local 
minutes of use. The denominator is the  total minutes of use including Local and 
Non-Local. 

1. Point of Interconnection (POI) is defined as  the physical geographic 
location(s), within BellSouth’s service area within a LATA, at which the  Parties 
interconnect their facilities for t he  origination andlor termination of traffic. This 
paint establishes the technical interface, the test point(s), and the point(s) for 
operational division of responsibility between BellSouth‘s network and Carrier’s 
network. 

J. Telecommunications Act of 1996 (”Act”) means Public Law 104-104 of 
the United States Congress effective February 8, 1996. The Act amended the 
Communications Act of 1934 (47, U.S.C. Section 1 et. seq.). 

K. 
end office and a Carrier’s POI and provides the capability to access all BellSouth 
end offices within the  LATA. Type 1 Interconnection is technically defined in 
Telcordia Technical Reference GR-145-CORE, Issue 2 May 1998, a s  in effect 
from time to time (or any successor thereto). 

Type I Interconnection is a t runk  side connection between a BellSouth 

L. Type 2A Interconnection are one-way or two-way facilities that provide a 
t runk  side connection between a BellSouth tandem switch and a Carrier’s POI 
and provides access to all BellSouth end offices and third party providers 
subtending the BellSouth tandem. Type 2A Interconnection is technically defined 
in Telcordia Technical Reference GR-145-CORE, Issue 2 May 1998, a s  in effect 
from time to time (or any successor thereto). 

M. Type 26 Interconnection are one-way or two-way facilities that provide a 
high usage route between a BellSouth end office and an Carrier’s POI and 
provides access to all BellSouth NXX codes homed in that specific end office 
and is provided in conjunction with Type 2A Interconnection. Type 2B 
Interconnection is technically defined in Telcordia Technical Reference GR-145- 
CORE, Issue 2 May 1998, as jn effect from time to time (or any successor 
thereto). 

I I .  Purpose 

The parties desire to enter into this Agreement consistent with all applicable 
federal, state and local statutes, rules and regulations in effect as of the date of its 
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execution including, without limitation, the Act at Sections 251, 252 and 271. The 
access and interconnection obligations contained herein enable Carrier to provide 
CMRS in those areas where it is authorized to provide such services within the nine 
state region of BellSouth. 

Ill. Term of the Agreement 

A. The term of this Agreement shall be three years, beginning on the 
Effective Date and shall apply to the BellSouth territory in the state(s) of 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, L-ouisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Tennessee. 

€3. The Parties agree that by no earlier than two hundred seventy (270) days 
and no later than one hundred and eighty (180) days prior to the expiration of 
this Agreement, they shall commence negotiations for a new agreement to be 
effective beginning on the expiration date of this Agreement (“Subsequent 
Agreement” ). 

C. Either party’s request under this Section will, for all purposes, be treated 
as a request under Section 252 of the Act for negotiation received by an 
incumbent local exchange carrier and will begin the process of voluntary 
negotiations. If, as of the expiration of this Agreement, a Subsequent Agreement 
has not been executed by the Parties, this Agreement shall continue in full force 
and effect while the Parties are within negotiatiodarbitration process outlined in 
Section 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as may be amended. If the 
Section 252 process is concluded or abandoned, then this Agreement shall 
terminate and BellSouth shall continue to offer services to Carrier pursuant to 
the terms, conditions and rates set forth in BellSouth’s then current standard 
interconnection agreement. In the event that BellSouth’s standard 
interconnection agreement becomes effective as between the Parties, the 
Parties may continue to negotiate a Subsequent Agreement or arbitrate disputed 
issues to reach a Subsequent Agreement as set forth in Section &.B above, and 
the terms of such Subsequent Agreement shall be effective as of the effective 
date as stated in Subsequent Agreement. 

IV. Methods of Interconnection 

A. By mutual agreement of the parties, trunk groups arrangements between 
Carrier and BellSouth shall be established using the interconnecting facilities 
methods of subsection (5 )  of this section. Each party will use commercially 
reasonable efforts to construct its network, including the interconnecting 
facilities, to achieve optimum cost effectiveness and network efficiency. 

B. There are three methods of interconnecting facilities: (1) int,erconnection 
via facilities owned, provisioned andlor provided by either party to the other 
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party'; (2) physical collocation; and (3) virtual collocation where physical 
collocation is not practical for technical reasons or because of space limitations. 
Type 1, Type 2A and Type 2B interconnection arrangements described in 
BellSouth's General Subscriber Services Tariff, Section A35, or, in the case of 
North Carolina, in the North Carolina Connection and Traffic Interchange 
Agreement effective June 30, 1994, as amended, may be purchased pursuant to 
this Agreement provided, however, that such interconnection arrangements shall 
be provided at the rates, terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. Rates 
and charges for both virtual and physical collocation may be provided in a 
separate collocation agreement. Rates for virtual collocation will be based on 
BellSouth's Interstate Access Services Tariff, FCC #I, Section 20 andlor 
BellSouth's Intrastate Access Services Tariff, Section E20. Rates for physical 
collocation will be negotiated on an individual case basis. 

C. The parties will accept and provide any of the preceding methods of 
interconnection. Carrier may establish a POI on BellSouth's network at any 
technically feasible point in accordance with the 47 CFR 51.703(b). Carrier 
must designate a POI at at least one BellSouth access tandem within every 
LATA Carrier desires to serve, or alternatively, Carrier may elect (in addition to 
or in lieu of access interconnection at BellSouth's access tandem) to 
interconnect directly at any BellSouth end office for delivery of traffic to end 
users served by that. end office. Such interconnecting facilities shall conform, at. 
a minimum, to the telecommunications industry standard of CIS-I pursuant to 
Bellcore Standard No. TR-NWT-00499. Signal transfer point, Signaling System 
7 ("SS7") connectivity is required at each interconnection point after Carrier 
implements SS7 capability within its own network. BellSouth will provide out-of- 
band signaling using Common Channel Signaling Access Capability where 
technically and economically feasible, in accordance with the technical 
specifications set forth in the BellSouth Guidelines to Technical Publication, TR- 
TSV-000905. The parties' respective facilities shall (i) provide the necessary 
on-hook, off-hook answer and disconnect supervision (ii) shall hand off calling 
party number ID when technically feasible and (iii) shall honor privacy codes and 
line blocking requests if possible. In the event a party interconnects via the 
purchase of facilities andlor services from the other party, it may do so though 
purchase of services pursuant to the other party's interstate or intrastate tariff, 
as amended from time to time, or pursuant to a separate agreement between the 
Parties. . In the event that such facilities are used for two-way interconnection, 
the appropriate recurring charges for such facilities will be shared by the parties 

On some occasions Carrier may choose to purchase facilities from a third party. In all such cases 1 

carrier agrees to give BellSouth 45 (forty five) days notice prior to purchase of the facilities, in order to 
permit BellSouth the option of providing one-way trunking, if, in its sole discretion BellSouth believes 
one-way trunking to be a preferable option to third party provided facilities. Such notice shall be sent 
pursuant to Section XXIX. In no event shall BellSouth assess additional interconnection costs or per-port 
charges to Carrier or its third-party provider should Carrier purchase facilities from a third party, e.g. the 
same charges that BellSouth would charge Carrier should i t  provide the service. 
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based upon percentages equal to the estimated or actual percentage of traffic 
on such facilities, in accordance with Section V1.B below. 

D. Nothing herein shall prevent Carrier from utilizing existing collocation 
facilities, purchased from the interexchange tariffs, for local interconnection; 
provided, however, that unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, if Carrier 
orders new facilities for interconnection or rearranges any facilities presently 
used for its alternate access business in order to use such facilities for local 
interconnection hereunder and a BellSouth charge is applicable thereto, 
BellSouth shall only charge Carrier the lower of the interstate or intrastate 
tariffed rate or promotional rate. 

E. The parties agree to provide at least a P.01 level of service and to work 
cooperatively in the placement and/or removal of interconnection facilities. The 
parties will establish trunk groups from the interconnecting facilities of 
subsection (e) of this section. Each party will use its best efforts to construct its 
network, including the interconnecting facilities, to achieve optimum cost 
effectiveness and network efficiency. I 
F. The parties will use an auditable PLU factor as a method for determining 
the amount of traffic exchanged by the parties that is Local or Non-Local. The 
P1.U factor will be used for traffic delivered by either party for termination on the 
ofher party’s network. 

G. Unless otherwise agreed, when the parties deliver Access Traffic from an 
lnterexchange Carrier (“IXC”) to each other, each party will provide its own 
access services to (and bill at its own rates) the IXC. 

t4. The ordering and provision of all services purchased from BellSouth by 
Carrier shall be as set forth in the BellSouth Telecommunications Wireless 
Customer Guide as that guide is amended by BellSouth from time to time during 
the term of this Agreement. The ordering and provisioning of facilities or services 
by a party, including, but limited to, installation, testing, maintenance, repair, and 
disaster recovery, shall be provided at a level of quality and care at least equal 
to that which it provides to itself, an affiliate, or, in the case of BellSouth supplied 
interconnection, at least equal to that provided by BellSouth to any other 
similarly situated CMRS provider having interconnection arrangement(s) with 
BellSouth comparable to the interconnection arrangement(s) provided to Carrier 
under this Agreement, unless Carrier and BellSouth specifically negotiate a 
different level of quality or care. 
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V. Interconnection Trunk Group Options 

A. One-way Trunk Group Arrangement 
If the Parties mutually agree upon a one-way trunking arrangement, 

the following will apply: 

BellSouth will provide and bear the cost of all one-way trunk groups to 
provide for the delivery of Local Traffic from BellSouth to Carrier’s POI 
within BellSouth’s service territory and within the L.ATA, and Carrier will 
provide or bear the cost of one-way trunk group(s) for the delivery of 
Carrier’s originated Local Traffic and for the receipt and delivery of 
Intermediary Traffic to each BellSouth access tandem and end office at 
which the parties interconnect. Carrier may supply its own 
interconnection facilities or may purchase such facilities (a) from 
BellSouth pursuant to a separale agreement or tariff for this purpose, or 
(b) from any other third-party supplier as provided in Section IV(B). 

B. Two-way Trunk Group Arrangement 
If the Parties mutually agree upon a two-way trunking arrangement, 

the following will apply: 

BellSouth and Carrier will share the cost of the two-way trunk 
group carrying both Parties traffic proportionally when purchased via this 
Agreement or the General Subspiber Services Tariff, Section A35, or, in 
the case of North Carolina, in the North Carolina Connection and Traffic 
Interchange Agreement effective June 30, 1994, as amended from time to 
time. BellSouth will bear the cost of the two-way trunk group for the 
proportion of the facility utilized for the delivery of BellSouth originated 
Local traffic to Carrier’s POI within BellSouth’s service territory and within 
the LATA (calculated based on the number of minutes of traffic identified 
as BellSouth’s divided by the total minutes of use on the facility), and 
Carrier will provide or bear the cost of the two-way trunk group for all 
other traffic, including Intermediary traffic. 

C. Combination Trunk Group Arrangement 
If the Parties cannot agree upon a trunk group arrangement or 

elect a combination arrangement, BellSouth will provide and bear the cost 
of a one-way trunk group to provide for the delivery of Local Traffic from 
BellSouth to Carrier’s Pols within BellSouth’s service territory and within 
the LATA. Carrier will provide or bear the cost of one-way or two-way 
trunk group(s), if two-way trunk group(s) are elected by Carrier, for the 
delivery of all Carrier’s originated traffic, and also the delivery and receipt 
of Intermediary Traffic. 

10 
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VI. Compensation and Billing 

A. Compensation of Local Traffic 

Each party will pay the other for terminating its L-oca1 Traffic on the other's 
network at the Local Interconnection rates as set forth in Attachment 62.1. These 
rates are reciprocal for mobile-to-land and land-ta-mobile calls. 

I .  Local Traffic Measurement 

If Carrier has recording capability, but recording limitations 
that prohibits Carriers ability to determine the amount of BellSouth 
originated traffic (Local Traffic) terminated to Carrier over two-way multi- 
use facilities, BellSouth will provide to Carrier, upon Carrier's written 
request to" the Local Interconnection Service Center (LISC), on a 
quarterly basis the percent of total terminating traffic to Carrier that was 
originated by BellSouth. Such percent will be used by Carrier to bill 
BellSouth for the BellSouth Local Traffic for the following quarter. 

a. 

b. If Carrier has no recording capability and cannot determine 
the amount of traffic terminated to Carrier, a mutually agreed upon 
methodology for reciprocal billing percentages for local traffic will be 
used. 

2. The exchange of the parties' traffic on BellSouth's interLATA EAS 
routes shall be considered Local Traffic and compensation for the 
termination of such traffic shall be pursuant to the terms of this section. 
EAS routes are those exchanges within an exchange's Basic Local 
Calling Area, as defined in Section A3 of BellSouth's General Subscriber 
Services Tariff. 

B. Compensation of Facilities 

1. Where one-way trunking is used, each party will be solely 
responsible for the recurring and non-recurring cost of that facility up to 
the designated POl(s) on the terminating party's network. 

2. 
two-way interconnection facilities. 

The Parties agree to share proportionately in the recurring costs of 

a. To determine the amount of compensation due to Carrier for 
interconnection facilities with two-way trunking for the transport of 
Local Traffic originatirig on BellSouth's network and terminating on 
Carrier's network, Carrier will utilize the prior months undisputed 
Local Traffic usage billed by BellSouth and Carrier to develop the 
percent of BellSouth originated Local Traffic. 
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C. 

b. BellSouth will bill Carrier for the entire cost of the facility. 
Carrier will then apply the BellSouth originated percent against the 
Local Traffic portion of the two-way interconnection facility charges 
billed by BellSouth to Carrier. Carrier will invoice BellSouth on a 
monthly basis, this proportionate cost for the facilities utilized by 
BellSouth. 

Billing 

1. The charges for Local Interconnection are to be billed monthly and 
paid within thirty (30) days (“Due Date”). Usage charges will be billed in 
arrears. 

2. Each party will pay the other for terminating its Local Traffic on the 
other’s network, the Local Interconnection Rates set forth in Attachment 
B-1 or B-2, as applicable. Charges for terminating traffic will be the actual 
conversation minutes of use (MOUs) measured from receipt of answer 
supervision to receipt of disconnect supervision, with such time 
accumulated at the end of the billing period and rounded up to the next 
whole minute. 

3. The Parties will use an auditable PLU factor as a method for 
determining whether traffic is Local or Non-Local. The PLlJ factor will be 
used for traffic delivered by either party for termination on the other 
party’s network. The amount that each party shall pay to the other for the 
delivery of Local Traffic shall be calculated by multiplying the applicable 
rate in Attachment B-1 for each type of call by the total minutes of use 
each month for each such type of call. The minutes of use or portion 
thereof for each call, as the case may be, will be accumulated for the 
monthly billing period and the total of such minutes of use for the entire 
month rounded to the nearest minute. The usage charges will be based 
on the rounded total monthly minutes. 

4. Billing disputes shall be handled pursuant to the terms of this 
section. 

a. Each party agrees to notify the other party in writing upon 
the discovery of a billing dispute. In the event of a billing dispute, 
the Parties will endeavor to informally resolve the dispute within 
sixty (60) calendar days of the notification date. If the Parties are 
unable within the 60 day period to reach resolution, then the 
aggrieved party may pursue dispute resolution in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement. 

b. For purposes of this Section, a billing dispute means a 
dispute of (i) a specific amount of money actually billed by either 
party (ii) minutes of use (iii) facilities billed for (iv) met,hodology 
applied to calculations (v) delay in sending invoices or (vi) any 
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other bona fide disagreement with compensation or an invoice. 
The dispute must be clearly explained by the disputing party and 
supported by written documentation, which clearly shows the basis 
for disputing charges. By way of example and not by limitation, a 
billing dispute will not include the refusal to pay all or part of a bill 
or bills when no written documentation is provided to support the 
dispute, nor shall a billing dispute include the refusal to pay other 
undisputed amounts owed by the billed party until the dispute is 
resolved. Claims by the billed party for damages of any kind will 
not be considered a billing dispute for purposes of this Section. 
Once the billing dispute is resolved, the disputing party will make 
immediate payment of any of the disputed amount owed to the 
billing party or the billing party shall have the right to pursue 
normal treatment procedures. Any credits due to the disputing 
party, pursuant to the billing dispute, will be applied to the 
disputing party’s account by the billing party immediately upon 
resolution of the dispute. 

’ 

c. Either party may elect to withhold payment of disputed 
amounts. If a party disputes a charge and does not pay such 
charge by the payment due date, or if a payment or any portion of 
a payment is received by either party after the payment due date, 
or if a payment or any portion of a payment is received in funds 
which are not immediately available to the other party, then a late 
payment charge shall be assessed. However, no such late 
payment charge shall be owed with respect to any disputed amount 
resolved in favor of the disputing party. For bills rendered by either 
party for payment, the late payment charge for both Parties shall 
be calculated based on the portion of the payment not received by 
the payment due date times the late payment factor set forth in 
subsection 5 hereof. The Parties shall assess interest on 
previously assessed late payment charges only in a state where it  
has the authority pursuant to its tariffs. 

5. Late payment fees, not to exceed 1 112% per month (or a lower 
percent as specified by an appropriate state regulatory agency) after the 
due date may be assessed, if undisputed charges are not paid, within 
thirty (30) days after the Due Date of the monthly bill. All charges under 
this Agreement shall be billed within one (1) year from the time the charge 
was incurred; previously unbilled charges more than one (1) year old shall 
not be billed by either party. 

-I___ 6. Deposit Policv. When purchasing new services from BellSouth totaling 
more than 10% of the monthly average of the previous three month’s charges 
or $500,000, whichever is less, in any one month, Carrier will be required to 
complete the BellSouth Credit Profile and provide information regarding 
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credit worthiness. Based on the results of the credit analysis, BellSouth 
reserves the right to secure the account with a suitable form of security 
deposit. Such security deposit shall take the form, at Carrier’s option, of 
cash, an Irrevocable Letter of Credit ( BellSouth form), Surety Bond 
(BellSouth form) or some other form of security. Any such security deposit 
shall in no way release Carrier from its obligation to make complete and 
timely payments of undisputed amounts of its bill. If Carrier requests to 
purchase new services, such security may be required by BellSouth if 
justified as provided herein prior to the installation or provision thereof. If, in 
the reasonable opinion of BellSouth based on the Creditworthiness Criteria 
below, the creditworthiness of Carrier has so deteriorated after the Effective 
Date, that its ability to timely pay undisputed charges under this Agreement is 
demonstrably in question BellSouth reserves the right to request additional 
security in the form specified above, at Carrier’s option 

BellSouth shall base its creditworthiness determination on only the following 
criteria (“Creditworthiness Criteria): 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

Change from Cash flow positive to Cash flow negative (last FYE and 
most recent quarter) 
Change from EBITDA positive to EBITA negative (last FYE and most 
recent quarter) 
Debtltangible net worth 2 or better (last FYE and most recent quarter) 
Bond rating changes from investment grade as defined by Moody’s (if 
public debt is present) 
D&B Paydex > 70 (I -1 00) 
DRB credit risk class =or 
Customer falls from compliance with bank (or other loan provider’s 
debt covenants) 
No more than 2 times slow pay in the last 12 months for undisputed 

3 

invoices. 

Interest on a security deposit, if provided in cash, shall accrue and be paid in 
accordance with the terms in the appropriate BellSouth tariff. Security deposits 
collected under this Section shall not exceed an amount not to exceed two (2) 
months’ estimated net undisputed charges to Carrier under this Agreement. In 
the event Carrier fails ta remit to BellSouth any security deposit requested 
pursuant to this Section, service to Carrier (following thirty 30 day’s written 
notice and opportunity to cure) may be terminated and any security deposits will 
be applied to Carrier’s account(s), provided in the event of a dispute concerning 
the deposit, then the Dispute Resolution section of this Agreement shall apply 
and Bellsouth shall not terminate service to Carrier during the pendency of this 
dispute far the disputed amounts. 
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Vil. Non-Local Traffic interconnection 

A. For terminating its Non-Local Traffic on the other Party’s network, each 
Party will pay either the access charges described in paragraph (B) hereunder or 
the Non-Local Intermediary Charges described in paragraph (D) hereunder, as 
appropriate. 

8. For originating and terminating intrastate or interstate interMTA Non- 
Local Traffic, each Party shall pay the other BellSouth’s intrastate or interstate, 
as appropriate, switched network access service rate elements on a per minute 
of use basis, which are set out in BellSouth’s Intrastate Access Services Tariff or 
BellSouth’s Interstate Access Services Tariff as those tariffs may be amended 
from time to time during the term of this Agreement. 

C. If Non-Local Traffic originated by Carrier is delivered by BellSouth for 
termination to the network of a third party telecommunications carrier that is 
uniquely identifiable (“Third Party Carrier”), then BST will bill Carrier and Carrier 
shall pay a $.002 per minute intermediary-charge for such Intermediary Traffic in I 
addition to any charges that BST may be obligated to pay to the Third Party 
Carrier (collectively called “Third Party Termination Charges”). Third Party 
Termination Charges may change during the term of this Agreement, and the 
appropriate rate shall be the rate in effect when the traffic is terminated. The 
Parties agree the percentage of Non-Local Traffic delivered to BellSouth by 
Carrier shall be subject to Intermediary Charges and Third Party ’Termination 
Charges. BellSouth shall not deliver Intermediary ‘Traffic to Carrier for 
termination to a Third Party Carrier, and therefore, Carrier shall not bill BellSouth 
any intermediary charges. Intermediary Traffic transiting BellSouth’s network to 
Carrier is not Local Traffic and Carrier shall not bill BellSouth for Intermediary 
Traffic transiting BellSouth’s network. In addition, Carrier shall not bill BellSouth 
for Traffic received by BellSouth from an interexchange carrier for delivery to 
Carrier. 

D. Where technically possible to measure traffic for classifying traffic 
percentage’s, the Parties shall utilize actual traffic measurements to classify 
traffic in each of the categories shown in subsection E. below. BellSouth may 
conduct periodic reviews of Carriers’ traffic classification percentage’s and shall 
update those percentages for the aforementioned traffic accordingly. I 
E. For Carrier’s that have not exchanged traffic under a previous CMRS 
interconnection agreement with BellSouth or for traffic categories that are not 
technically feasible to measure, the associated default traffic classification 
percentages set forth in this subsection will be used until such time actual traffic 
patterns have been measured: 
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Carrier originated traffic to BellSouth 
Local Traffic - 60% 
Non-L.ocal InterMTA Interstate Traffic- 5% 
Non-Local InterMTA Intrastate Traffic- 5% 
Nan-Local Intermediary Only Traffic- 31.2% 
Non-Local Intermediary Plus Cost Traffic - 7.8% 

BellSouth originated traffic to Carrier 
Local Traffic - 99% 
Non-Local InterMTA Interstate Traffic -5% 
Non-Local InterMTA Intrastate Traffic -5% 

F. In the event Carrier activates service in a state that was not originally 
covered by this Agreement (“New State(s)”), and in which New State(s) no traffic 
classification percentages currently exist, BellSouth will apply an average, based 
on Carrier’s existing traffic classification percentages for the other states in 
which Carrier has established actual traffic measurements, to such New State(s) 
until such time as actual traffic percentages have been measured. 

VIII. Meet Point Billing 

A. Meet Point Billing (MPB), as supported by Multiple Exchange Carrier 
Access Billing (MECAB) guidelines, shall mean the exchange of billing data 
relating to jointly provided switched access calls and Intermediary Traffic. 
MECAB refers to the document prepared by the Billing Cammittee of the 
Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF), which functions under the auspices of the 
Carrier Liaison Committee (CLC) of the Alliance far Telecommunications 
Industry Solutions (ATIS). The MECAB document, published by Telcordia-as I 
Special Report SR-BDS-000983, contains the recommended guidelines for the 
billing of Switched Access Traffic and Intermediary Traffic provided by two or 
more telecommunications carriers. Subject to Carrier providing all necessary 
information, BellSouth agrees to participate in MPB for Switched Access Traffic 
(as described in BellSouth’s Tariffs) and Intermediary Traffic. In the event a 
Third Party Carrier continues to charge BellSouth for Carriers’ Intermediary 
Traffic, Carrier agrees to keep BellSouth whole for such traffic as stipulated in 
Section VI1 C. above. BellSouth shall pass Electronic Message Interface (EMI) 
11 01 call records to Carrier at no charge. Depending on- the delivery medium I 
selected by Carrier, appropriate charges for that delivery medium will be applied. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, for purposes of MPB, where either or both of the 
originating or terminating carrier of Intermediary Traffic does not have MPB 
capability, Section VI1 C. will apply. I 

B. Information required from Carriers participating in MPB with BellSouth 
includes, but is not limited to: (I) Regional Accounting Office code (RAO), (2) 
Operating Company Number (OCN) per state for each entity to be billed (if an 
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OCN is not available for each billed entity, BellSouth will only render a bill to 
Carrier), (3) a unique Access Carrier Name Abbreviation (ACNA), (4) Percent 
Interstate Usage, (5) Percent Local LJsage, (6) 800 Service Percent Interstate 
Usage or default of 50%, (7) Billing Interconnection Percentage, (8) a Screening 
Telephone Number (STN) from Carrier’s dedicated NXX associated with each 
Trunk Group subscribed to. A default Billing Interconnection Percentage (BIP) of 
0% BellSouth and 100% Carrier will be used if Carrier does not file with NECA to 
establish a BIP other than default. Carrier must support MPB for all Switched 
Access Traffic and lntermediary-Traffic in accordance with Mechanized MECAB I 
guidelines. The Parties acknowledge that the exchange of 1150 records will not 
be required. 

C. MPB will be provided for Switched Access Traffic and Intermediary Traffic 
at the access tandem level only. Parties utilizing MPB must subscribe to 
access tandem level interconnections with BellSouth and must deliver all 
Intermediary-Traffic to BellSouth over such access tandem level interconnections. 
Additionally, exchange of records will necessitate both the originating and 
terminating networks to subscribe to dedicated NXX codes, which can be 
identified as belonging to the originating and terminating network. NPNNXX 
codes are presented in the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) in association 
with a specific switch Common Language Location Identification (CLLI). Under 
national programming rules associated with Carrier Access Billing Systems 
(CABS), each CLLI is associated with a single rate center. Additionally, (i) if the 
Carrier has Type 2A and Non-Type 2A NPNNXX codes associated with a single 
CLLI or, (ii) if the CLLI is associated with additional NPNNXX codes with rate 
centers outside of BellSouth’s service area or, (iii) if the Type 2A NPNNXX code 
or CLLl home on a non-BellSouth SHA ”00” tandem or are in a disassociated 
LATA, then those NPA/NXX codes and CLL.1 codes will not be included in MPB 
and Switched Access Traffic and Intermediary Traffic associated with those 
NPA/NXX codes will continue to be billed in accordance with the provisions of 
Section VI1 C. When converting to MPB, if Carrier has NPNNXX codes with 
more than a single rate center terminating to a given CLLI, Carrier must provide 
BellSouth with information stating which BellSouth rate center will be associated 
with the CLLI. MPB is not available when the access tandem at which the 
Parties have interconnected does not have the capability to measure actual 
traffic. 

D. In a MPB environment, when Carrier utilizes services provided by 
BellSouth that are necessary to deliver certain types of calls (e.g. Local Number 
Portability queries and 800 Data Base queries), Carrier will be billed applicable 
charges as set forth in BellSouth’s federal or state access tariffs, as appropriate. 
In the alternative, Carrier may perform the appropriate database queries prior to 
delivery of such traffic to BellSouth. 
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E. Participation in MPB is outside the reciprocal compensation requirements 
of this Agreement. Under MPB, Carrier will compensate BellSouth at the rate 
set forth in Section vII.c of this Agreement for Carrier originated Intermediary 
Traffic. Meet Point Billing to lXCs for jointly provided switched access traffic will 
be consistent with the most current MECAB billing guidelines. 

F. Exchange of records will begin no earlier than ninety days (90) from the 
later of the date the contract is signed or the date that all necessary information 
as defined in Section VII1.B above is provided. Once Carrier sets up MPB 
arrangements for Intermediary Traffic, Intermediary Traffic will be subject to only 
the $.002 per minute Intermediary Charge (or such other rate ordered by the 
state), and Third Party Termination Charges shall not apply. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in the event a Third Party Carrier continues to charge BellSouth for 
Carriers' Intermediary Traffic, Carrier agrees to keep BellSouth whole for such 
traffic as stipulated in Section VI1 C. above. MPB as described in this Section Vlll 
anticipates that Carrier will enter into interconnection or traffic exchange 
agreements with Third Party Carriers who terminate traffic originated by Carrier. 
Carrier will be liable to BellSouth for any charges, costs and fees BellSouth may 
incur far delivering Carrier's Intermediary Traffic. 

IX. Access To Poles, Ducts, Conduits, and Rights of Way 
BellSouth will provide nondiscriminatory access to any pole, duct, conduit, or 

right-of-way owned or controlled by BellSouth pursuant to 47 U.S.C 5 224, as amended 
by the Act, pursuant to terms and conditions of a license agreement subsequently 
negotiated with BellSouth's Competitive Structure Provision Center. 

XI. Access to Telephone Numbers 

Carrier is responsible for interfacing with the North American Numbering Plan 
administrator for all matters dealing with dedicated NXXs. BellSouth wili cooperate with 
Carrier in the provision of shared NXXs where BellSouth is the service provider. 

XU. Local Number Portability 

The Permanent Number Portability (PNP) database supplies routing numbers for 
calls involving numbers that have been ported from one local service provider to 
another. PNP is currently being worked in industry forums. The results of these forums 
will dictate the industry direction of PNP. BellSouth will provide access to the PNP 
database at rates, terms and conditions as set forth by BellSouth and in accordance 
with an effective FCC or Commission directive. 
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>(Ill. Access to Signaling and Signaling Databases 

A. BellSouth will offer to Carrier use of BellSouth's signaling network and 
signaling databases at BellSouth's published tariffed rates. Signaling 
functionality will be available with both A-link and B-link connectivity. 

B. Where interconnection is via B-link connections, charges for the SS7 
interconnection elements are as follows: I) Port Charge - BellSouth shall not bill 
an STP port charge nor shall BellSouth pay a port charge; 2) SS7 Network 
lJsage - BellSouth shall bill its tariffed usage charge and shall pay usage billed 
by the Carrier at rates not to exceed those charged by BellSouth; 3) SS7 Link - 
BellSouth will bill its tariffed charges for only two links of each quad ordered. 
Application of these charges in this manner is designed to reflect the reciprocal 
use of the parties' signaling networks. Where interconnection is via A-link 
connections, charges for the SS7 interconnection elements are as follows: I) 
Port Charge - BellSouth shall bill its tariffed STP port charge but shall not pay a 
termination charge at the Carrier's end office; 2) SS7 Network Usage - BellSouth 
shall bill its tariffed usage charge but shall not pay for any usage; 3) SS7 Link - 
BellSouth shall bill its tariffed charges for each link in the A-link pair but shall not 
pay the Carrier for any portion of those links. 

XIV. Network Design and Management 

A. The parties will work cooperatively to install and maintain reliable 
interconnected telecommunications networks, including but not limited to, 
maintenance contact numbers and escalation procedures. BellSouth will provide 
public notice of changes in the information necessary for the transmission and 
routing of services using its local exchange facilities or networks, as well as of 
any other changes that would affect the interoperability of those facilities and 
networks. 

B. The interconnection of all networks will be based upon accepted 
industrylnational guidelines for transmission standards and traffic blocking 
criteria. 

C. The parties will work cooperatively to apply sound network management 
principles by invoking appropriate network management controls to alleviate or 
prevent network congestion. 

D. Interconnection reconfigurations will have to be considered individually as 
to the application of a charge. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties do 
intend to charge non-recurring fees for any additions to, or added capacity to, 
any facility or trunk purchased. Parties who initiate SS7 STP changes may be 
charged authorized non-recurring fees from the appropriate tariffs. 
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E. The parties will provide Common Channel Signaling (CCS) information to 
one another, where available and technically feasible, in conjunction with all 
traffic in order to enable full interoperability of CL.ASS features and functions 
except for call return. All CCS signaling parameters will be provided, including 
automatic number identification (ANI), originating line information (OLi) calling 
party category, charge number, etc. All privacy indicators will be honored, and 
the parties agree to cooperate on the exchange of Transactional Capabilities 
Application Part (TCAP) messages to facilitate full interoperability of CCS-based 
features between the respective networks. 

F. For network expansion, the parties will review engineering requirements 
on a periodic basis and establish non-binding forecasts for trunk utilization as 
required by Section of this Agreement. New trunk groups will be implemented 
as stated by engineering requirements for both parties. 

G. The parties will provide each other with the proper call information, 
including all proper translations for routing between networks and any 
information necessary for billing where BellSouth provides recording 
capabilities. This exchange of information is required to enable each party to bill 
properly. 

XV. Auditing Procedures 

Upon thirty (30) days written notice, each party must provide the other the 
ability and opportunity to conduct an annual audit to ensure the proper billing of 
traffic between the parties. The parties will retain records of call detail for a 
minimum of nine months from which the PL-U, the percent intermediary traffic, the 
percent interMTA traffic, and the PIU can be ascertained. The audit shall be 
accomplished during normal business hours at an office designated by the party 
being audited. Audit requests shall not be submitted more frequently than one 
(I) time per calendar year. Audits shall be performed by a mutually acceptable 
independent auditor paid for by the party requesting the audit. The PLU shall be 
adjusted based upon the audit results and shall apply to the usage for the 
quarter the audit was completed, the usage for the quarter prior to the 
completion of the audit, and to the usage for the two quarters following the 
completion of the audit. 

XVI. Liability and Indemnification 

A. EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR IN THIS AGREEMENT OR 
IN THIS SECTION XVI, NEITHER PARTY SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE OTHER 
PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, RELIANCE, 
PUNITIVE, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES SUFFERED BY THE OTHER PARTY 
(INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR HARM TO BUSINESS, 
LOST REVENIJES, LOST SAVINGS, OR LOST PROFITS SUFFERED BY THE 
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OTHER PARTY), REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN 
CONTRACT, WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION NEGLIGENCE OF ANY KIND WHETHER ACTIVE OR 
PASSIVE, AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE PARTIES KNEW OF THE 
POSSIBILITY THAT SUCH DAMAGES COULD RESULT. 

8. Neither party shall be liable to the other party for any act or omission of 
any other telecommunications company providing a portion of a service under 
this Agreement. 

C. Neither party shall be liable for damages to the other party’s terminal 
location, Point of Interface (POI) or customer’s premises resulting from the 
furnishing of a service, including but not limited to the installation and removal of 
equipment and associated wiring, except to the extent caused by a party’s gross 
negligence, willful or intentional misconduct. 

D. Each party shall be indemnified, defended and held harmless by the other 
party against any action, claim, loss, judgment, injury, liability, expense or 
damage (collectively “Loss”) arising from the other party’s acts or omissions 
under this Agreement, including without limitation: I) claims for libel, slander, 
invasion of privacy, or infringement of copyright arising from the other party’s 
own communications; 2) claims for patent infringement arising from combining or 
using the service furnished by one party in connection with facilities or 
equipment furnished by the other party or the other party’s customer; 3) any 
claim, loss, or damage claimed by a customer of a party arising from services 
provided by the other party under this Agreement; or 4) all other claims arising 
out of an act or omission of the other party in the course of using services 
provided pursuant to this Agreement. Each party’s liability to the other for any 
Loss, including reasonable attorney’s fees relating to or arising out of any 
negligent act or omission in its performance of this Agreement whether in 
contract or in tort, shall be limited to a credit for the actual cost of the services or 
functions not performed or improperly performed. 

E. A party may, in its sole discretion, provide in its tariffs and contracts with 
its customers and third parties that relate to any service, product or function 
provided or contemplated under this Agreement, that to the maximum extent 
permitted by Applicable Law, such party shall not be liable to the customer or 
third party for (i) any Loss relating to or arising out of this Agreement, whether in 
contract, tort or otherwise, that exceeds the amount such party would have 
charged that applicable person for the service, product or function that gave rise 
to such Loss and (ii) for Consequential Damages. To the extent that a party 
elects not to place in its tariffs or contracts such limitations of liability, and the 
other party incurs a Loss as a result thereof, such party shall indemnify and 
reimburse the other party for that portion of the Loss that would have been 
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limited had the first party included in its tariffs and contracts the limitations of 
liability that such other party included in its own tariffs at the tirne of such Loss. 

F. Neither BellSouth nor Carrier shall be liable for damages to the other’s 
terminal location, POI or other company’s customers’ premises resulting from the 
furnishing of a service, including, but not limited to, the installation and removal 
of equipment or associated wiring, except to the extent caused by a company’s 
negligence or willful misconduct or by a company’s failure to properly ground a 
local loop after disconnection. 

G. Under no circumstance shall a party be responsible or liable for indirect, 
incidental, or consequential damages, including, but not limited to, economic 
loss or lost business or profits, damages arising from the use or performance of 
equipment or software, or the loss of use of software or equipment, or 
accessories attached thereto, delay, error, or loss of data (collectively 
“Consequential Damages”). In corinection with this limitation of liability, each 
party recognizes that the other party may, from time to time, provide advice, 
make recommendations, or supply other analyses related to the Services, or 
facilities described in this Agreement, and, while each party shall use diligent 
efforts in this regard, the Parties acknowledge and agree that this limitation of 
liability shall apply to provision of such advice, recommendations, and analyses. 

H. The party providing services hereunder, its Affiliates and its parent 
company, shall be indemnified, defended and held harmless by the party 
receiving services hereunder against any claim, loss or damage arising from the 
receiving company’s use of the services provided under this Agreement 
pertaining to ( I )  claims for libel, slander or invasion of privacy arising from the 
content of the receiving company’s own communications, or (2) any Loss 
claimed by the customer of the party receiving services arising from such 
company’s use or reliance on the providing company’s services, actions, duties, 
or obligations arising out of this Agreement. 

1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, claims for 
damages by Carrier or Carrier’s clients or any other person or entity resulting 
from the gross negligence or willfirl misconduct of BellSouth shall not be subject 
to such limitation of liability. 

J. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement claims for 
damages by BellSouth or any other person or entity resulting from the gross 
negligence or willful misconduct of Carrier shall not be subject to such limitation 
of liability. 

K. 
by the other party. 

Neither party assumes liability for the accuracy of the data pravided to it 
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L. No license under patents (other than the limited license to use) is granted 
by either party to the other party or shall be implied or arise by estoppel, with 
respect to any service offered pursuant to this Agreement. 

M. If the performance of this Agreement, or any obligation hereunder, is 
prevented, restricted or interfered with by reason of (i) acts of God; (ii) war, 
revolution, civil commotion, acts of public enemies, acts of terrorism, embargo; 
(iii) acts of the government in its sovereign capacity; (iv) labor difficulties, 
including, without limitation, strikes, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts; or (v) any 
other circumstances beyond the reasonable control and without the fault or 
negligence of the party affected, the party affected, upon giving prompt notice to 
the other party, shall be excused from such performance on a day-to-day basis 
to the extent of such prevention, restriction, or interference (and the other party 
shall likewise be excused from performance of its obligations on a day-to-day 
basis to the extent such party’s obligations are related to the performance so 
prevented, restricted or interfered with); provided, however, that the party so 
affected shall use its best efforts to avoid or remove such causes of non- 
performance and both Parties shall proceed whenever such causes are removed 
or cease. Nothing herein shall affect a party’s right to interruption or other 
credits for failure or delay in performance. 

M. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED TO THE CONTRARY IN THIS 
AGREEMENT, NEITHER PARTY MAKES ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR 
WARRANTIES TO THE OTHER PARTY CONCERNING THE SPECIFIC 
QUALITY OF ANY SERVICES, OR FACILITIES PROVIDED UNDER THIS 
AGREEMENT. ‘THE PARTIES DISCLAIM, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY 
WARRANTY OR GlJARANPEE OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARISING FROM COURSE OF PERFORMANCEl 
COURSE OF DEALING, OR FROM USAGES OF TRADE. 

0. 
survive the expiration of this Agreement. 

The obligations of the parties contained within this section &VJ shall 

XVII. Modification of Agreement 

A. BellSouth shall make available, pursuant to 47 USC § 252 and the FCC rules 
and regulations regarding such availability, to Carrier any interconnection, service, 
or network element provided under any other agreement filed and approved 
pursuant to 47 USC 5 252. The Parties shall adopt all rates, terms and conditions 
concerning such other interconnection, service, or network element and any other 
rates, terms and conditions that are interrelated or were negotiated in exchange for 
or in conjunction with the interconnection, service or network element being 
adopted. The adopted interconnection, service, or network element and agreement 
shall apply to the same states as such other agreement and for the identical term of 
such other agreement. 
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B. If Carrier changes its name or makes changes to its company structure or 
identity due to a merger, acquisition, transfer or any other reason, it is the 
responsibility of Carrier to notify BellSouth of said change and request that an 
amendment to this Agreement, if necessary, be executed to reflect said change. 

C. No modification, amendment, supplement to, or waiver of the Agreement or 
any of its provisions shall be effective and binding upon the Parties unless it is made 
in writing and duly signed by the Parties. 

D. Execution of this Agreement by either party does not confirm or infer that the 
executing party agrees with any decision(s) issued pursuant to the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the cansequences of those decisions on 
specific language in this Agreement. Neither party waives its rights to appeal or 
otherwise challenge any such decision(s) and each party reserves all of its rights to 
pursue any and all legal and/or equitable remedies, including appeals of any such 
decision (s). 

E. In the event that any effective legislative, regulatory, judicial or other legal 
action materially affects any material terms of this Agreement, or the ability of Carrier 
or BellSouth to perform any material terms of this Agreement, Carrier or BellSouth 
may, on thirty (30) days’ written notice require that such terms be renegotiated, and 
the Parties shall renegotiate in good faith such mutually acceptable new terms as 
may be required. In the event that such new terms are not renegotiated within 
ninety (90) days after such notice, the Dispute shall be referred to the Dispute 
Resolution procedure set forth in Section x>t. 

XVIII. Taxes and Fees 

A. Definition: For purposes of this section, the terms “taxes” and “fees” 
shall include but not be limited to federal, state or local sales, use, excise, gross 
receipts or other taxes or tax-like fees of whatever nature and however 
designated (including tariff surcharges and any fees, charges or other payments, 
contractual or otherwise, for the use of public streets or rights of way, whether 
designated as franchise fees or otherwise) which are imposed, or sought to be 
imposed, on or with respect to the services furnished hereunder or measured by 
the charges or payments therefor. 

B. Taxes And Fees Imposed Directly On Either Providing Party Or 
Purchasing Party. 

I. Taxes and fees imposed on the providing party, which are neither 
permitted nor required to be passed on by the providing party to its 
customer, shall be borne and paid by the providing party. 
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2. Taxes and fees imposed on the purchasing party, which are not 
required to be collected and/or remitted by the providing party, shall be 
borne and paid by the purchasing party. 

C. Taxes And Fees Imposed On Purchasing Party But Collected And 
Remitted By Providing Party. 

I. Taxes and fees imposed on the purchasing party shall be borne by 
the purchasing party, even if the obligation to collect and/or remit such 
taxes or fees is placed on the providing party. 

2. To the extent permitted by applicable law, any such taxes and fees 
shall be shown as separate items on applicable billing documents 
between the Parties. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the purchasing party 
shall remain liable for any such taxes and fees regardless of whether they 
are actually billed by the providing party at the time that the respective 
service is billed. 

3. If the purchasing party determines that in its opinion any such 
taxes or fees are not payable, the providing party shall not bill such taxes 
or fees to the purchasing party if the purchasing party provides written 
certification, reasonably satisfactory to the providing party, stating that it 
is exempt or otherwise not subject to the tax or fee, setting forth the basis 
therefor, and satisfying any other requirements under applicable law. If 
any authority seeks to collect any such tax or fee that the purchasing 
party has determined and certified not to be payable, or any such tax or 
fee that was not billed by the providing party, the purchasing party shall 
have the right, at its own expense, to contest the same in good faith, in its 
own name or on the providing party’s behalf. In any such contest, the 
purchasing party shall promptly furnish the providing party with copies of 
all filings in any proceeding, protest, or legal challenge, all rulings issued 
in connection therewith, and all correspondence between the purchasing 
party and the governmental authority. 

4. In the event that all or any portion of an amount sought to be 
collected must be paid in order to contest the imposition of any such tax 
or fee, or to avoid the existence of a lien on the assets of the providing 
party during the pendency of such contest, the purchasing party shall be 
responsible for such payment and shall be entitled to the benefit of any 
refund or recovery. 

5. If it is ultimately determined that any additional amount of such a 
tax or fee is due to the imposing authority, the purchasing party shall pay 
such additional amount, including any interest: and penalties thereon. 
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6. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, the purchasing party 
shall protect, indemnify and hold harmless (and defend at the purchasing 
party’s expense) the providing party from and against any such tax or fee, 
interest or penalties thereon, or other charges or payable expenses 
(including reasonable attorney fees) with respect thereto, which are 
incurred by the providing party in connection with any claim for or contest 
of any such tax or fee. 

7. Each party shall notify the other party in writing of any assessment, 
proposed assessment or other claim for any additional amount of such a 
tax or fee by a governmental authority; such notice to be provided at least 
ten (10) days prior to the date by which a response, protest or other 
appeal must be filed, but in no event later than thirty (30) days after 
receipt of such assessment, proposed assessment or claim. 

8. The purchasing party shall have the right, at its own expense, to 
claim a refund or credit, in its own name or on the providing party’s behalf, 
of any such tax or fee that it determines to have paid in error, and the 
purchasing party shall be entitled to any recovery thereof. 

D. Taxes And Fees Imposed On Providing Party But Passed On To 
Purchasing Party. 

1. Taxes and fees imposed on the providing party, which are required 
to be passed on by the providing party to its customer, shall be borne by 
the purchasing party. 

2. To the extent permitted by applicable law, any such taxes and fees 
shall be shown as separate items on applicable billing documents 
between the parties. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the purchasing party 
shall remain liable for any such taxes and fees regardless of whether they 
are actually billed by the providing party at the time that the respective 
service is billed. 

3. If the purchasing party disagrees with the providing party’s 
determination as to the application or basis of any such tax or fee, the 
parties shall consult with respect to the imposition and billing of such tax 
or fee and with respect to whether to contest the imposition of such tax or 
fee, Notwithstanding the foregoing, the providing party shall retain 
ultimate responsibility for determining whether and to what extent any 
such taxes or fees are applicable, and the purchasing party shall abide by 
such determination and pay such taxes or fees to the providing party. 
The providing party shall further retain ultimate responsibility for 
determining whether and how to contest the imposition of such taxes or 
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fees; provided, however, that any such contest undertaken at the request 
of the purchasing party shall be at the purchasing party’s expense. 

4. In the event that all or any portion of an amount sought to be 
collected must be paid in order to contest the imposition of any such tax 
or fee, or to avoid the existence of a lien on the assets of the providing 
party during the pendency of such contest, the purchasing party shall be 
responsible for such payment and shall be entitled to the benefit of any 
refund or recovery. 

5. If it is ultimately determined that any additional amount of such a 
tax or fee is due to the imposing authority, the purchasing party shall pay 
such additional amount, including any interest and penalties thereon. 

6. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, the purchasing party 
shall protect, indemnify and hold harmless (and defend at the purchasing 
party’s expense} the providing party from and against any such tax or fee, 
interest or penalties thereon, or other charges or payable expenses 
(including reasonable attorney fees) with respect thereto, which are 
incurred by the providing party in connection with any claim for or contest 
of any such tax or fee. 

7. Each party shall notify the other party in writing of any assessment, 
proposed assessment or other claim for any additional amount of such a 
tax or fee by a governmental authority; such notice to be provided, if 
possible, at least ten ( I O )  days prior to the date by which a response, 
protest or other appeal must be filed, but in no event later than thirty (30) 
days after receipt of such assessment, proposed assessment or claim. 

E. Mutual Cooperation. In any contest of a tax or fee by one party, the other 
party shall cooperate fully by providing records, testimony and such additional 
information or assistance as may reasonably he necessary to pursue the 
contest. Further, the other party shall be reimbursed for any reasonable and 
necessary out-of-pocket copying and travel expenses incurred in assisting in 
such contest. 

Treatment of Proprietary and Confidential Information 

A. It may be necessary for BellSouth and Carrier, each as the “Discloser,” to 
provide to the other party, as “Recipient,” certain proprietary and confidential 
information (including trade secret information) including but not limited to 
technical, financial, marketing, staffing and business plans and information, 
strategic information, proposals, request for proposals, specifications, drawings, 
maps, prices, costs, costing methodologies, procedures, processes, business 
systems, software programs, techniques, custamer account data, call detail 
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records and like information (collectively the "Information"). All such Information 
conveyed in writing or other tangible form shall be clearly marked with a 
confidential or proprietary legend. Information conveyed orally by the Discloser 
to Recipient shall be designated as propriefary and confidential at. the time of 
such oral conveyance, shall be reduced to writing by the Discloser within forty- 
five (45) days thereafter, and shall be clearly marked with a confidential or 
proprietary legend. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all Information in any party's 
possession that would constitute Customer Proprietary Network Information of 
the party or the parties' customers pursuant to any federal or state law or the 
rules and regulations of the FCC or Commission, and any Information developed 
or received by a party regarding the other party's facilities, services, volumes, 
or usage shall automatically be deemed confidential Information for all purposes, 
even if not marked as such, and shall be held confidential as is required'for 
Information I 

, 

B. Recipient agrees to protect such 
Information of the Discloser provided to Recipient from whatever source from 
distribution, disclosure or dissemination to anyone except (i) to employees of 
Recipient with a need to know such Information solely in conjunction with 
Recipient's analysis of the Information, (ii) to Recipient's attorney and other 
professionals under a duty to protect client confidences, and (iii) for no other 
purpose except as authorized herein or as otherwise authorized in writing by the 
Discloser. Recipient will not make any copies of the Information inspected by it, 
and shall use the same standard of care to protect Information as it would use to 
protect is own confidential information. 

Use and Protection of Information. 

C. 
the Information which: 

Exceptions. Recipient will not have an obligation to protect any portion of 

(a) is made publicly available by the Discloser or lawfully by a nonparty to 
this Agreement; (b) is lawfully obtained by Recipient from any source 
other than Discloser; (c) is previously known to Recipient without an 
obligation to keep it confidential; or (d) is released from the terms of this 
Agreement by Discloser upon written notice to Recipient. 

D. Recipient agrees to use the Information solely for the purposes of 
negotiations pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 251 or in performing its obligations under this 
Agreement and for no other entity or purpose, except as may be otherwise 
agreed to in writing by the Parties. Nothing herein shall prohibit Recipient from 
providing information requested by the Federal Communications Commission or 
a state regulatory agency with jurisdiction over this matter, or to support a 
request for arbitration or an allegation of failure to negotiate in good faith. 
Furthermore, a Recipient may also disclose all Information it is required or 
ordered to disclose by law, a court, or governmental agency, as long as the 
Discloser has been notified of the required disclosure within a reasonable time 
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after the Recipient becomes aware of its requirement to disclose. The Recipient 
required to disclose the Information shall take all lawful measures to avoid 
disclosing the Information called for until the Discloser of the Information has 
had a reasonable time to seek and comply with a protective order issued by a 
court or governmental agency of competent jurisdiction that with respect to the 
Information otherwise required to be disclosed. 

E. Recipient agrees not to publish or use the information for any advertising, 
sales promotions, press releases, or publicity matters that refer either directly or 
indirectly to the Information or to the Discloser or any of its affiliates. 

F. The disclosure of Information neither grants nor implies any license to the 
Recipient under any trademark, patent, copyright, or application which is now or 
may hereafter be owned by the Discloser. 

G. Survival of Confidentialitv Obliqations. The Parties' rights and obligations 
under this Section XIX shall survive and continue in effect until two (2) years 
after the expiration or termination date of this Agreement with regard to all 
Information exchanged during the term of this Agreement. Thereafter, the 
Parties' rights and obligations hereunder survive and continue in effect with 
respect to any Information that is a trade secret under applicable law. 

)OX. Resolution of Disputes 

Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, if any dispute arises as to the 
interpretation of any provision of this Agreement or as to the proper implementation of 
this Agreement, the parties will initially refer the issue to the appropriate company 
representatives. If the issue is not resolved within 30 days, either party may petition 
the Commission for a resolution of the dispute, or to the extent that the Commission 
does not have jurisdiction or declines to review the dispute, then the FCC. However, 
each party reserves the right to seek judicial or FCC review of any ruling made by the 
Commission concerning this Agreement. 

WI. Waivers 

Any failure or delay by either party to insist upon the strict performance by the 
other party of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of 
any of the provisions of this Agreement, and each party, notwithstanding such failure, 
shall have the right thereafter to insist upon the specific performance of any and all of 
the provisions of this Agreement. 

XXII. Assignment 

Any assignment by either arty to any nowaffiliated entity of any right, obligation or duty, 
or of any other interest hereunder, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent 
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of the other party shall be void. A party may assign this Agreement or any right, 
obligation, duty or other interest hereunder to an Affiliate of the party without the 
consent of the other party; provided, however, that the assigning party shall notify the 
other party in writing of such assignment thirty (30) days prior to the Effective Date 
thereof. The Parties shall amend this Agreement to reflect such assignments and shall 
work cooperatively to implement any changes required due to such assignment. All 
obligations and duties of any party under this Agreement shall be binding on all 
successors in interest and assigns of such party. No assignment or delegation hereof 
shall relieve the assignor of its obligations under this Agreement in the event that the 
assignee fails to perform such obligations. 

XXIII. Amendment 

This Agreement may not be amended in any way except upon written consent of 
the parties. 

XXIV. Severability 

In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid, illegal, or 
unenforceable, it shall be severed from the Agreement and the remainder of this 
Agreement shall remain valid and enforceable and shall continue in full force and 
effect; provided however, that if any severed provisions of this Agreement are essential 
to any party's ability 'to continue to perform its material obligations hereunder, the 
parties shall immediately begin negotiations of new provisions to replace the severed 
provisions. 

XXV. Survival 

Any liabilities or obligations of a party for acts or omissions prior to the 
cancellation or termination of this Agreement, any obligation of a party under the 
provisions regarding indemnification, confidential information, limitations of liability and 
any other provisions of this Agreement which, by their terms, are contemplated to 
survive (or be performed after) termination of this Agreement, shall survive expiration or 
termination thereof for a period of two (2) years. 

XXVI. Governing Law 

This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed and enforced in 
accardance with, the laws of the state in which service is provided, without regard to its 
conflict of laws principles, and the Communications Act of 1934 as amended by the Act. 
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XXVII. Arm’s Length Negotiations 

This Agreement was executed after arm’s length negotiations between the 
undersigned parties and reflects the conclusion of the undersigned that this Agreement 
is in the best interests of all parties. 

XXVI I I. Filing of Agreement 

Upon execution of this Agreement it shall be filed with the appropriate state 
regulatory agency pursuant to the requirements of Section 252 of the Act. If the 
regulatory agency imposes any filing or public interest notice fees regarding the filing 
or approval of the Agreement, Carrier shall be responsible for publishing the required 
notice and the publication and/or notice costs shall be borne by Carrier. 

XXIX. Notices 

A. Every notice, consent, approval, or other communications required or 
contemplated by this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered in 
person, via overnight mail, or given by postage prepaid mail, address to: 

BellSouth Telecommunications, T-Mobile USA, Inc. 
Inc. 
675 W. Peachtree St. N.E. 
Suite 4300 Bellevue, WA 98006 
Atlanta, Georgia 30375 
Attn: Legal Dept. “Wireless “ 
Attorney 

‘I2920 SE 38’h St. 

ATTN: General Counsel 
CC: Carrier Management 

CC: Randy Ham, Director Wireless 
Interconnection 

or at such other address as the intended recipient previously shall have 
designated by written notice to the other party. 

B. Where specifically required, notices shall be by certified or registered 
mail. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, notice by mail shall be 
effective on the date it is officially recorded as delivered by return receipt or 
equivalent, and in the absence of such record of delivery, it shall be presumed to 
have been delivered the fifth day, or next business day after the fifth day, after it 
was deposited in the mails; and by overnight mail, the day after being sent. 

C. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, “writing” or “written” may 
mean electronic (including E-mail transmissions where receipt is acknowledged 
by the recipient, but excluding voice-mail), or hard copy, including by facsimile 
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(with acknowledgment of receipt from the recipient’s facsimile machine) unless 
otherwise stated. 

XXX. Headings of No Force or Effect 

The headings of Articles and Sections of this Agreement are for convenience of 
reference only, and shall in no way define, modify or restrict the meaning or 
interpretation of the terms or provisions of this Agreement. 

XXXI. Multiple Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed multiple counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, but all of which shall together constitute but one and the same 
document. A facsimile copy of a party’s execution of this Agreement shall be valid and 
binding upon the party and must be followed as soon as practicable thereafter by the 
original version of such execution. 

XXXII. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, together with its preamble, recitals and all its Attachments 
(incorporated herein by this reference), all of which, when taken together, are intended 
to constitute one indivisible agreement. This Agreement sets forth the entire 
understanding and supersedes prior agreements between the parties relating to the 
subject matter contained herein and merges all prior discussions between them. 
Neither party shall be bound by any definition, condition, provision, representation, 
warranty, covenant or promise, pre-printed form or other instrument, other than as 
expressly stated in this Agreement or as is contemporaneously or subsequently set 
forth in writing and executed by a duly authorized officer or representative of the party 
to be bound thereby. In the event: of any conflict between the term(s) of this Agreement 
and those of an applicable tariff, the terms of this Agreement shall control. 

XXXIII. No Joint Venture 

The parties are independent contractors and nothing herein shall be construed 
to imply that they are partners, joint venturers or agents of one another. 

XXXIV. Remedies Cumulative 

Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, each of the remedies 
provided under this Agreement is cumulative and is in addition to any remedies that 
may be available at law or in equity. 
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XXXV. No Third Party Beneficiaries 

Except as may be specifically set forth in this Agreement, this Agreement does 
not provide and shall not be construed to provide any person not a party or proper 
assignee or successor hereunder with any beneficial interest, remedy, claim, liability, 
reimbursement, cause of action, or other privilege arising under or relating to this 
Agreement. 

MXVI. References to Other Documents 

Whenever any provision of this Agreement refers to a technical reference, 
technical publication, any publication of telecommunications industry administrative or 
technical standards, or any other document specifically incorporated into this 
Agreement, it will be deemed to be a reference to the most recent version or edition 
(including any amendments, supplements, addenda, or successors) or such documents 
that is in effect, and will include the most recent version or edition (including any 
amendments, supplements, addenda, or successors) or each document incorporated 
by reference in such a technical reference, technical publication, or publication of 
industry standards. Should there be an inconsistency between or among publications 
or standards or if there is a bona-fide dispute as to what is the most recent version or 
edition, the parties shall mutually agree upon which requirement shall apply. 

XXXVi 1. Miscellaneous 

References to the "Term" include any extensions thereto. 

WHEREFORE, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly 
appointed representatives as follows: 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. T-Mobile USA, Inc. 

By: signature on file 

Name: Randy J. Ham Name: Abdui Saad 

Title: Assistant Director - Title: Vice President-Systems Engr. & 

Date: 5/8/03 Date: 5/2/03 

By: signature on file 
- ~- 

--- 

Wireless Interconnection - Netwrk. Opns. 
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Attachment A 

AFFILIATES 

Voicestream GSM I Operating Company, LLC 

Voicestream GSM II Holdings, LLC 

VoiceStream Houston, Inc. fka Aerial Houston, Inc. 

Voicestream PCS BTA I Corporation 

Cook InletlVS GSM IV PCS, LLC 

PowerteVBirmingham, Inc. 

PowerteVMemphis, Inc. 

Powertel/Kentucky, Inc. 

Powertel/Atlanta, Inc. 

Pawertel, Inc. 

Voicestream Tampa/Orlando, Inc. fka Aerial Tampa/Orlando, Inc. 

Voicestream Central Communications, Inc. Wkla Aerial Communications, -Inc. 

Omnipoint Holdings, Inc. 

PowerteVJacksonviIle, I nc. 

Eliska Wireless Venture I ,  Inc. Wkla Digiph PCS, lnc. 

I 
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Attachment 6-1 

CMRS Local Interconnection Ra te s  
(All ra tes  a r e  Per  Minute of Use) 

Effective da t e  through J u n e  14, 2003 
Type 1 (End Office Switched) $.0010 
Type 2A ('Tandem Switched) $.0010 

$.0010 Type 2B Dedicated End Office) 

June  15,2003 through June 14,2004 
(If such  da te s  a r e  applicable during the term of this Agreement) 
Type 1 (End Office Switched) $.0007 
Type 2A (Tandem Switched) $.0007 
Type 2B Dedicated End Office) $.0007 
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Attachment 8-2 

Type 1, Type 2A, & 2B Mobile To Land Trunk Usage 
(All Rates are Per Voice Grade Trunk) 

Mobile originated IntraMTA traffic over Type 1, Type 2A and Type 26 trunks, which 
terminate at BellSouth Tandems (Local or Access) and/or BellSouth End Offices, 
without recording capability, may be billed in either of two ways. Carrier may choose to 
either be billed a surrogate usage rate, on a per voice grade trunk basis, for mobile 
originated Traffic completed over one-way outward or two way trunks or may choose to 
provide Traffic data in a company prescribed format to be used for billing purposes. 
Carriers' provided Traffic data will be billed at the rates prescribe in Attachment 8-1. If 
the Carrier chooses to provide 'Traffic data, then the detail level provided must be in 
accordance with BellSouth reasonable requirements. Traffic data must be provided no 
more that 30 days in arrears from the close of the normal billing cycle. If the Traffic 
data is not received in the BellSouth prescribed format in the specified time period, the 
surrogate usage rate set forth in this Attachment will be applied. Surrogate Usage for 
IntraMTA mobile originated Traffic, which terminates in BellSouth's local service area, 
shall be billed at a per voice grade trunk level rate as follows: 

I a d  TYPE 2A Type 2B 
All BellSouth States 

Effective Date 
Thru June 14, 2003 $1 3.00 $1 3.00 $13.00 

June 15,2003 
Thru June 14, 2004 (If such dates are applicable during the term of this Agreement) 

$9.1 0 $9.10 $9.1 0 
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A ~ E ~ D ~ ~ ~ ~  
TO THE 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
T-MOBILE USA, IMC. 

AND 
BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNlCATlONS, INC. 

DATED MAY 1,2003 

Pursuant to this Amendment, (the "Amendment"), T-Mobile USA, Inc. ("T- 
Mobile"), and BellSouth Telecommunications, lnc. ("BellSouth"), hereinafter referred to 
collectively as the "'Parties", hereby agree to amend that certain Interconnection 
Agreement between the Farties dated May 1, 2003 ("Agreement"). 

WHEREAS, DellSouth and T-Mobile entered into the Agreement on May 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual provisions contained 
herein and other good and valuable considerations, the receipt and sufficiency of which 
are hereby acknowledged, the Parties hereby covenant and agree as follows: 

1, 2003, and: 

1. 

2. 

1. , 
3. 

Attachment A of the Agreement is hereby deleteddn its entirety 
and replaced with a new Attachment A as set forth in Exhibit 1 to 
this Amendment, incorporated herein by this reference. 

All of the other provision of .the Agreement, dated May 1, 2003, 
shall remain in full force and effect. 

Either or both of the Parties is authorized to submit this Amendment to 
the respective state regulatary authorities for approval subject to Section 
252(e) of the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the Parties hereto have caused this 
Amendment to be executed by their respective duly authorized representatives on the 
date indicated below. 
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Amendment to the Agreement 
Between 

T-Mobile USA, Inc. 
and 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. 
Dated: May 1,2003 

Pursuant to this Amendment, (the LcAmendmenty’), T-Mobile IJS A, Inc. 
and BellSouth Telecommunications, IC. @ellSouth), hereinafter referred to collectively as the 
“Parties,” hereby agree to amend that certain Physical Collocation Agreement between the Parties 
dated May I ,  2003 (Agreement) to be effective date of the last signature executing the 
Amendment (Effective Date). 

WHEREAS, BellSouth and T-Mobile TJSA, Inc. entered into the Agreement on 
May 1,2003, and; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual provisions contained herein 
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the Parties hereby covenant and agree as follows: 

1. The Parties agree to delete subsection C. of Section 1.8, Term of the Agreement and 
replace it with the following: 

C. Either Party’s request under this Section will, for purposes, be treated as 
a request under Section 252 of the Act for negotiation received by an incumbent 
local exchange carrier and will begin the process af voluntary negotiations. If, as 
of the expiration of this Agreement, a Subsequent Agreement has not been 
executed by the Parties, this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect, 011 
a month-to-month basis, while the Parties are within negotiatiodarbitration 
process outlined in Section 252 of the Telecommunications Act, as may be 
amended. If the Section 252 process is abandoned, then this Agreement shall 
automatically renew for additional six (6)  month term, unless either Party 
provides written notice of termination to the other Party at least sixty (60) days 
prior to the end of the then-current term. 

2. All of the other provisions of the Agreement, dated May 1,2003, shall remain in full 
force and effect. 

3. Either or both of the Parties are authorized to submit this Amendment to the 
respective state regulatory authorities for approval subject to Section 252(e) of the 
Federal Telecoinmunications Act of 1996. 
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Signature Page 

iN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Amendment the day and year 
written below. 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. T-Mobile USA, he .  

/ 

By: 

Name: Kristen E. Shore 

Title: Director 

Date: . $:/,,,’& 

. 
”- “‘Y 

Version: Generic Amendment Template 
xx/xx/xx 
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SECOND AMENDMENT 
TO THE 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
BELLSOUTW TELECOMMUNICATIONS, IMC. 

AND 

DATED MAY I ,  2003 
T-MOBILE USA, INC. 

Pursuant  this Amendment, (the “Amendment”) and  BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc., and  7-Mobile USA, Inc. hereinafter referred to collectively as the  “Parties,” hereby 
agree‘ to  amend  that certain lntercannection Agreement between the Parties da ted  May I , 
2003. 

WHEREAS, the  BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. and  T-Mobile USA, Inc. 
entered into the  Agreement on May 1, 2003; and  

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the  mutual promises and  covenants 
contained herein and  other  good and  valuable consideration, t he  receipt and  sufficiency 
of which are hereby acknowledged, the  Parties hereby covenant  and a g r e e  as follows: 

1. T h e  Parties ag ree  to delete  all references to the  stat,e of Louisiana from this 
Agreement. 

2 .  T h e  Parties ag ree  to delete subsection A. of Section I l l . ,  Term of the 
Agreement and  replace it with the following: 

A. The  term of this Agreement shall b e  the  Effective Date  as s e t  forth 
above  and  shall expire as of November 1 , 2006. T h e  Agreement shall apply 
to  the BellSouth territory in the s ta tes  of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina and  Tennessee .  

3. T h e  Parties ag ree  to delete subsection C of Section I l l . ,  Term of the 
Agreement and replace it with the following: 

C. Either Party’s request  under this Section will, for purposes ,  b e  treated 
as a request under Section 252 of the  Act for negotiation received by an  
incumbent local exchange  carrier and  will begin the process  of voluntary 
negotiations. If, as of the expiration of this Agreement, a Subsequen t  
Agreement h a s  not been  executed by the  Parties, this Agreement shall 
continue in full force and  effect, on a month-to-month basis, while t he  Parties 
a r e  within negotiation/arbitration process  outlined in Section 252 of the 
Telecommunications Act, as may b e  amended.  If the  Section 252 process  is 
abandoned,  then this Agreement shall automatically renew for additional six 
(6) month term, unless  either Party provides written notice of termination to 
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the other Party at least sixty (60) days prior to the end of the then-current 
term. 

4. The Parties agree to delete subsection C. of Section VII., Non-Local Traffic 
Interconnection and replace it with the following: 

C. If Non-Local Traffic originated by Carrier is delivered by BellSouth for 
termination to the network of a third party telecommunications carrier that is 
uniquely identifiable (“Third Party Carrier”), then BellSouth will bill Carrier 
and Carrier shall pay a $.003 per minute intermediary charge for such 
Intermediary Traffic in addition to any charges that BellSouth may be 
obligated to pay to the Third Party Carrier (collectively called “Third Party 
Termination Charges”). Third Party Termination Charges may change 
during the term of this Agreement, and the appropriate rate shall be the rate 
in effect when the traffic is terminated. The Parties agree the percentage of 
Non-Local Traffic delivered to BellSouth by Carrier shall be subject to 
Intermediary Charges and Third Party Termination Charges. BellSouth shall 
not deliver Intermediary Traffic to Carrier for termination to a Third Party 
Carrier, and therefore, Carrier shall not bill BellSouth any intermediary 
charges. Intermediary Traffic transiting BellSouth’s network to Carrier is not 
Local Traffic and Carrier shall not bill BellSouth for Intermediary Traffic 
transiting BellSouth’s network. In addition, Carrier shall not bill BellSouth for 
Traffic received by BellSouth from an interexchange carrier for delivery to 
Carrier. 

5. The Parties agree to delete subsection F. of Section VIII., Meet Point Billing 
and replace it with the following: 

F. Exchange of records will begin no earlier than ninety (90) days from 
the later of the date the contract is signed or the date that all 
necessary information as defined in Section VII.6. above is provided. 
Once Carrier sets up MPB arrangements for Intermediary Traffic, 
Intermediary Traffic will be subject to only the $.003 per minute 
Intermediary Charge (or such other rate ordered by the state), and 
Third Party Termination Charge shall not apply. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, in the event a Third Party Carrier continues to charge 
BellSouth for Carriers’ Intermediary Traffic, Carrier agrees to keep 
BellSouth whole for such traffic as stipulated in Section VI1.C. above. 
MPB as described in this Section Vlli anticipates that Carrier will 
enter into interconnection or traffic exchange agreements with Third 
Party Carriers who terminate traffic originated by Carrier. Carrier will 
be liable to BellSouth for any charges, costs and fees BellSouth may 
incur delivering Carrier’s Intermediary Traffic. 

6. Ail of the other provisions of the Interconnection Agreement, dated May 1, 
2003, shall remain in full force and effect. 
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7. Either or-bath of the Parties is authorized to submit this Amendment to each 
Public Service Commission for approval subject to Section 252(e) of the 
Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Amendment the day and year 
written below. 

BellSouth Telecommunications, inc. T-Mobile USA, Inc. 

By: c 

L A  
- Name: Randy J. Ham 

Assistant Director - 
.-- Tit le: Wireless Interconnection 

- Date: +-/is9 / D  c. 
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2. EXCEPT AS MODIFIED HEREIN. ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT 
SHALL REIvlAIN UNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. 

3. In entering into this Amendment, neither Party waives, and each Party expressly resenes, any rights, 
remedies or arguments it may have at law or under the intervening law or regulatory change provisions 
in the uriderlying Agreement (including intervening law rights asserted by either Party via written notice 
prcdating this Amendment) with respect to any orders, decisions, legislation or proceedings and any 
remands thereof, vihich the Parties may have not yet incorporated into the Agreement or which may be 
the subject oi iuriher reiliew 

4 1 his Ammlmcnt shall be filed with and is subject to approval by the respective State Commissions in 
whicn the Agreemenr has been filed and approved. this Amendment shall be effective upon approval by the 
respective Siak Zonimissions Ithe "EHeclive Date") 
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Amendment to the Agreement 
Between 

T-Mobile IJSA, Inc. 
and 

BellSoutli Telecommunications, Inc., 
d/b/a AT&T Alabama, AT&T Florida, AT&T Georgia, AT&T Kentucky, 

AT&T Mississippi, AT&T North Carolina, AT&T South Carolina 
and AT&T Tennessee 
Effective May I, 2003 

Pursuant to this Amendment, (the “Amendment”), T-Mobile, USA, Inc. (“T-Mobile”) 
and BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., now d/b/a AT&T Alabama, AT&T Florida, AT&T 
Georgia, AT&T Kentucky, AT&T Mississippi, AT&T North Carolina, AT&T South Carolina 
and AT&T Tennessee (collectively, “AT&T”), hereinafter referred to collectively as the 
“Parties”, hereby agree to amend that certain Interconnection Agreement between the Parties 
effective May 1, 2003 (the “Agreement”). 

WHEREAS, AT&T and T-Mobile entered into the Agreement effective May 1,2003, 
and: 

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to amend the Agreement to update the affiliates listed in 
Attachment A; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual provisions contained herein and 
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the Parties hereby covenant and agree as follows: 

1. Delete from the Agreement Attachment A and replace with Attachment A to this Amendment, 
which is incorporated herein by reference: 

2. EXCEPT AS MODIFIED HEREIN, ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE 
AGREEMENT SHALL REMAIN UNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT. 

3. In entering into this Amendment, neither Party waives, and each Party expressly reserves, any 
rights, remedies or arguments it may have at law or under the intervening law or regulatory 
change provisions in the underlying Agreement (including intervening law rights asserted by 
either Party via written notice predating this Amendment) with respect to any orders, 
decisions, legislation or proceedings and any remands thereof, which the Parties may have not 
yet incorporated into the Agreement or which may be the subject of further review. 

4. This Amendment shall be filed with and is subject to approval by the respective State 
Commissions in which the Agreement has been filed and approved; this Amendment shall be 
effective the date of the last signature executing the amendment (the “Effective Date”). 
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Attachment A 

AFFILIATES 

T-Mobile South LLC 
PowerteVMemphis, Inc. 
SunCam Wireless Operating Company, L.L.C. 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
BEFORE THE 

KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of: 1 
) 

Inc. Seeking Resolution of Third Party 1 
Trarisit Traffic Issues ) 

Petition of BellSouth Telecommunications, ) Case No. 2003-00045 

AGREEMENT 

Thin Agreement is. made and entered into by and between BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc, (“BellSouth”), the Commercial Mobile Radio Service (“CMRS”) providers listed in Exhibit 
A hereto (“Signatory CMRS Providers”), and the rural independent local exchange carriers listed 
in Exhibit B hereto (‘‘Rural LECs“), on their own behalf and on behalf of their past, present and 
future agents, employees, successors, assigns and anyone claiming for the benefit of any of them 
(coflectively referred to as “the Parties”). 

Whereas, BellSouth has entered into vanous interconnection agreements with CMRS 
Providers under which BellSouth has offered and is providing intermediary tandem switching 
and transport services to such CMRS Providers for the delivery of CMRS Provider Traffic to the 
Rural LECs’ networks for termination. 

Whereas, under the “Kentucky Restructurd Settlement Plan,” BellSouth and the Rural 
LECs have established interconnection facilities and an interconnection point between their 
networks, and agreed to contractual terms and conditions pursuant to the “Kentucky Restructmed 
Settlement Plan”; and 

Whereas, by this Agreement, the Parties are agreeing to terms, as set forth herein, under 
which BellSouth may and shall deliver CMRS Provider Traffic, to the extent such traffic is 
delivered to BellSouth by the CMRS Providers, to the networks of the Rural LECs over the 
existing facilities r e f m d  to above. 

Now, thpefore, in consideration of the mutual ageements, undertakings and 
representations contained herein, and other .good and valuable consideration, the receipt a€ which 
is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 

1 .OO Definitions I 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMlS.SlON 

For purposes of this Agreement only, the Parties agree to utilize th@fj&qrm’kf$rtli in 
this Section 1-00. I EFFECTIVE 

05/0112004 
1.01 “Act” refers to the Communications Act of 934 a.sp~&#.!.~~~ (yR 5’0’1 

TeleGommunications Act of 1996. 



1.02 “CMRS Provider” is a telecommunications carrier providing commercial mobile 
radio service within the meaning of 47 C.F.R. Q 20. et seq. 

1.03 “CMRS Provider Traffic” is defined as Telecommunications traffic originated by 
a subscriber of a CMRS Provider for which BellSouth provides to a Signatory CMRS Provider 
intermediary tandem switching, and transport (Le., transit hnctions) for delivery of such traffic to 
a Rural LEC for termination on the Rural LEC’s network over the facilities established between 
BellSouth and the Rural LEC for such purposes, according to the terms of this Agreement. 

1-04 LLCommission” or “KPSC“ means the Public Service Commission of the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. 

1 .OS “Covered CMRS Provider Traffic” is defined as CMRS Provider Traffic of a 
Signatary CMRS Provider for which BellSouth gen&ates an8 delivers to tliii%i-iiiinating-Rural 
LEC accurate industry standard call detail records identifying the originating CMRS Provider 
and minutes of use for such CMRS Provider Traffic (currently known as “ I  10101 format 
message and billing records”). 

1.06 “Kentucky Restruchired Settlement Plan” or “KRSP” is the Order of the Public 
Service Commission of the Commonwealth of Kentucky dated January 23,1991, in Phase I of 
Administrative Case No. 323. 

1.07 ‘‘Rural LECs” are defined as those local exchange companies (“LECs”) as set 
farth in Exhibit B to this Agreement. 

1 .OS “Signatory CMRS Providers” are defined as the Camrnercial Mobile R.adio 
Service Providers as set forth in Exhibit A to this Agreement. 

1.09 “Telecommunications1’ is as defined in the Act. 

2.00 Specific Terms 

2.01 Pursuant to this Agreement, BellSouth may deliver, for termination, Signatory 
CMRS Provider Traffic to the Rural LECs’ networks in the same manner, and over the same 
W i n g  facilities, as established pursuant to the KRSP Plan. 

2.02 Far purposes of this Agreement, Signatory CMRS Providers are limited to those 
CMRS providers that possess a CMRS license for CMRS service within a Major Trading Area(s) 
within Kentucky. r I 

2;03 Reserved For Future Use. I PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
2.04 BellSouth may deliver to the Rural LECs PBf%@lWfaffic for 

which BellSouth does not pravide industry standard call 
CMRS Provider and the minutes of CMRS Provider 

~ - - &  
% Executive Director 

5Y 
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known as "I  10101 format message billing records") subject to all ofthe following terms: (a) 
BellSouth must establish mutually agreeable exchange of data and administrative processes with 
the Rural LECs to provide complete and accurate documentation of such traffic that will permit 
the Rural LECs to track, verify, and audit such CMRS Provider Traffic; and (b) the Rural LECs 
will bill BellSouth (or in those instances where the Rural LEC does not bill BellSouth, BellSouth 
will provide cornpensation through the monthly settlement process with that Rural LEC) and 
BellSouth shall compensate the Rural LECs in the same manner that i t  compensates the Rural 
LECs far intrastate access traffic as  described in Section 2.01 above. provided, however, that the 
rate at which such CMRS Provider Traffic is compensated shall be S0.027 per minute of use 
following the Effective Date of this Agreement and continuing through December 3 1,2005. 
BellSouth will compensate the Rural LECs at a rate of $0.022 per minute of use from January I ,  
2006 through December 3 1,2006. The Rural LECs will adjust the billing for the total traffic 
over the KRSP facility which is billed (or due through settlements). and due from, BellSouth to 
account for the minutes of CMRS Provider Traffic that is within the scope of this paragraph. 
BellSouth shall make payment to the Rural LECs pursuant to this Section 2.04, in immediately 
available U.S. funds. no later than 30 days after the invoice date. BellSouth shall continue to bill 
each Signatory CMRS Provider amounts due Be11SOIJth from the Signatory CMRS Provider 
under the terms of the Interconnection Agreement between BellSouth and the CMRS Provider, 
including all effective Annexes and Attachments thereto. 

2.05 'The Rural LECs agree not to seek compensation from a Signatory CMRS 
Provider for (1) any CMRS Provider Traffic delivered by BellSouth to the Rural LECs pursuant 
to this Agreement; or (2) any CMRS Provider Tramc delivered by BellSouth to the Rural LECs 
prior to the Effective Date ofthis Agreement for which BellSouth compensates or has previously 
compensated the Rural LECs upon the same terms and conditions required of traffic terminated 
under the KRSP or on terms which are otherwise agreed to by the Rural LECs. 

2.06 Except as required by this Agreement, BellSouth and the Signatory CMRS 
Providers wiIl treat CMRS Provider TraRc, including Covered CMRS Provider Traffic, 
consistent with the terms of the respective interconnection agreements between BellSouth and 
the Signatory CMRS Providers and all effective Annexes and Attachments thereto, including, but 
not limited to, the network provisioning, h-ansport, termination, and billing and collection of such 
traffic. 

2.07 Beginning on the Effective Date of this Agreement, and ending on December 31, 
2005, the Rural LECs shall invoice, and BellSouth shall make payment to the Rural LECs for 
Covered CMRS Provider Traffic pursuant to this Section in immediately available U S .  funds, no 
later than thirty (30) days after the invoice date, at a rate of S0.025 per minute of use unless an 
interconnection agreement between the Signatory CMRS P viaer ana the ~ u r a i  L.LL governs 
pursuant to the provisions and conditions set forth in Secti 2 g @ & q g j * & g # K @ l J N  
and ending on December 3 I ,  2006, and unless an interco tion agree&Ett%33A$XW 
Signatory CMRS Provider and the Rural LEC governs purs'iant ta 
set forth in Section 2.08, the Rural LECs shall invaice, and 3ellSo 
Rural LECs pursuant to tkis Section for Covered CMRS Prcmvider 

itions 

F& 
available U.S. funds, no later than thirty (30) days after the pvoice date, Per 

BY---.-. ----....--- 
Executive Director 



minute of use. Subject to the audit provisions set forth below in this subsection, the Signatory 
CMRS Providers and the Rural LECs agree to accept BellSouth’s measurement of minutes of use 
and industry standard call detail records as the basis for the hilling from and compensation to the 
Rural LECs for Covered CMRS Provider Traffic as set forth in this Section. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, any party may request an audit of such measurements Ivithin twelve months of the 
applicable billing date. The Rural LECs will deduct the minutes of use for Covered CMRS 
Provider Traffic described in  this Section tiom the total KRSP facility minutes of use which is 
billed to (or due through settlements), and due From, BellSouth. Beginning on the Effective Date 
of this Agreement and through the period ending on December 3 1.2006, the Signatory CMRS 
Providers shalI compensate BellSouth for Covered CMRS Provider Traffic at a rate of $0.01 5 per 
minute of use, unless an interconnection agreement between the Signatory CMRS Provider and 
the Rural LEC governs pursuant to the provisions and conditions set farth in Section 2.08. 
BellSouth shall continue to bill each Signatory CMRS Provider amounts due BellSouth from the 
Sigilatoty CMRS Provider for transit functions performed by BellSouth under the terms of the 
interconnection agreement between BellSouth and the Signatory CMRS Provider, including all 
effective Annexes and Attachments. 

2.1 0 For Covered CMRS Provider Traffic, 
the appropriate terminating Rural LEC accurate industry 
the originating CMRS Provider and the minutes of CMRS 
provider (currently known as “1 10101 format message anc 
provide such records to the terminating Rural LEC not latcr 
The Signatory CMRS Providers are responsible for provid 

2.08 Nothing herein shall affect, modify, or supercede any existing interconnection 
agreement between a Signatory CMRS Provider and a Rural LEC. Such existing interconnection 
agreements shill continue in full force and effect in accordance with the existing terms and 
conditions contained in such agreements. Nothing herein shall affect any Party’s right to seek 
interconnection with any carrier, including with a carrier that is a Party to this Agreement, or 
preclude any Party from negotiating an interconnection agrement with another Party consistent 
with Sections 251 and 252 of the Act. Moreover, in the event that a Signatory CMRS Provider 
and a Rural LEC execute an interconnection agreement after the Effective Date ofthis 
Agreement, such agreement shall supersede the rights and obligations set forth in this Agreement 
only to the extent the intaconnection agreement specifically provides for the termination of 
CMRS Provider Traffic atherwise covered by this Agreement. 

1 

Bel lSowBLt@klq&E g-10~ 
s’andard call d @ p i ~ ~ & t ( # @ f t j f j i n g  

Provider TraffiH&G%Whch 
billin 
than 

ng to 



accurate information regarding the billing address and billing contacts for the Signatory CMRS 
Providers. BellSouth will provide its billing address and contact information to the Rural LECs. 

2.1 I The terms and conditions set forth in this Agreemenr only apply on and after the 
Effective Date of this Agreement. With respect to the Signatory ChlRS Providers, BellSouth 
agrees not to seek any additional compensation from a Signatory ClIRS Pravider for any 
Covered CMRS Provider Traffic for which BellSouth has paid, or h3s agreed to pay, the Rural 
LECs prior to the Effective Date of this Agreement. 

2.12 Any undisputed charges incurred pursuant to this Apeement that are not timely 
paid by BellSouth to the Rural LECs, or are not timely paid by a Sipatory CMRS Provider to 
BellSouth, will a c m e  interest from the date such amounts were due at the lesser of (i) one and 
one-half percent ( 1  - 112%) per month or (ii) the highest rate of interest that may be charged under 
applicable law. The Parties agr>e that interest shall accrue and be paid on all overdue disputed 
amounts that are resolved in favor of the nondisputing party, 

3.00 Term and Termination of the Agreement 

3.01 This Agreement will become effective on the first calendar day of the month 
following WSC approval (the “Effective Date”)). This Agreement has an absolute termination 
date of December 3 1,2006 regardless of, and in addition to, any other provisions herein under 
which this Agreement may be tenninated by any Party. Therefore. all duties, rights, and 
obligations hereunder terminate on December 3 1,2006. BellSouth and the Rural LECs shdl 
commence no later than January 1,2006 the negotiation of interconnection agreements as may be 
necessary to govern BellSouth’s provision of transit service defining the relative rights and 
responsibilities between BellSouth and the Rural LECs with respect to any continuing CMRS 
provider traffic terminated to the Rural LECs. in the event that any Signatory CMRS provider 
desires to continue to route CMRS Provider Traftic destined for the Rural LECs through 
BellSouth‘s network after the expiration of this Agreement, the Signatory CMRS provider must 
initiate interconnection negotiations with the Rural LECs consistent with Section 251 and 
Section 252 of the Act by no later than January 1,2006. Such negotiations, which may include 
but are not Iimited to rates, terms, and conditians of intcrconnection between and among the 
Parties, shall be conducted in good faith. In the event such negotiations are unsuccessful and the 
Commission is asked to arbitrate any open issues, the Parties shall submit to the arbitration 
processes and deadlines as set forth in Section 252(b) of the Act to settle any open issues relating 
to interconnection and compensation arrangements between and among the Parties. For purposes 
of determining all deadlines related to the negotiation and arbitration pursuant to this Section, the 
request date for all negotiations shall be deemed to be January 1,2006 unless the actual request 
date for negotiations under Section 251 and 252 of the Act 
Agreement will not prejudice the negotiations in any 

3.02 In the event of Default by a Party, as 
non-defaulting Parties may terminate any and all terms 
respect to the defaulting Party provided that a non-d 
respect to the defaulting Party notifies the defaulting 

I 



Party in writing of the Default, the defaulting Party does not cure the alleged Default with thirty 
(30) days after receipt of such written notice, and the KPSC consents to the termination. With 
respect to a Defaulting Party, Default is defined as: (a) that Party's material breach of any of the 
material terms of this Agreement, including the compensation terms; or @) any aspect of a 
Party's operations or actions that are determined by a court with proper jurisdiction or the 
Commission to be unlawful or not authorized. 

3.03 The Parties agreement to the terms and conditions of this Agreement related to the 
network arrangement for CMRS Provider Traffic, including specifically, but not liniited ta, 
BellSouth's provision of tandem switching of CMRS Provider Traffic and the delivery of that 
CMRS Provider Traffic to the Rural LECs over the same trunks that BellSouth uses to deliva its 
own interexchange sewice traffic, and compensation arrangements between and among the 
Parties for the Rural LEC's termination of such CMRS Provider Trafftc, is a voluntary 
arrangement and represents a compromise between and among &e Parties for &-limited p q o s e  
of this Agreement, and does not create and should not be construed to create any obligations that 
do not otherwise apply to any Party. Notwithstanding the terms and conditions set forth in this 
Agreement, each Party has the right, at its sole discretion, to modify its network (including but 
not limited to the right to design and deploy its own network and facilities, upgrade its network, 
modify its end oflice and tandem switching hierarchy and/or architecture, modify t n d i n g  
arrangements with other carriers, install new equipment or software, maintain its network, 
determine and designate the tandem switch(es) which its end offices will subtend for any traffic), 
except that the Parties agree for the limited term during which this Agreement remains in place 

between and among the Parties, they will not make any such modifications which materially 
alter, interfere with, disrupt, or discontinue the ability of the Signatory CMRS Providers to 
deliver CMRS Provider Traffic to the Rural LECs via BellSouth's network. This agreement to 
carrunit to keep in place these network arrangements for the limited term of this Agreement does 
not affect any Party's right to modify such arrangements fallowing the term of this Agreement. 

3.04 The Parties understand and agree that this Agreement will be filed with the 
Commission in Docket No. 2003-00045. The Parties agree that they will support approval of this 
Agreement before the Commission in settleinent of such Docker as it  relates ta the issues in this 
Agreement. 

4.00 No Waiver 

4.01 The Parties agree that this Agreement represents a voluntary arrangement and 
compromise between and among the Parties, including the terms and conditiohs for 
compensation, and any compensation terms hereunder should not be construed as the agreement 
of any Party as to the appropriateness of such level of c o m p p m t h .  4 PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

4.02 Nothing in this Agreement shall be constru to create I e @ j q ~ & ~ ~  
requirements far the Parties that do not 0th 
construed as a waiver by any of the Parties 
by Sections 25 I or 252 of the Act. The terms 
shall not prejudice the outcome of any subseq 



_ .  

between or among the Parties or any Commission arbitration. 

4.03 Nothing in this Agreement shall preclude any Party From participating in any 
Commission proceeding or proceeding before the Federal Communications Commission 
C'FCC") relating to any issue, including matters specifically related to the subject matter of this 
Agreement or €?om petitioning the Commission or the FCC to resolve any issue, including 
matters specifically related to the subject matter of this Agreement. The Parties reach this 
Agreement without waiving or prejudicing any positions they have taken previously, or may take 
in the Future, in any judicial, legislative, regulatory, or other public farum addressing any matters, 
including matters specifically related to, or other types of arrangements prescribed in, this 
Agreement. 

5.00 Warranties 

5.01 The Parties represent and warrant that they have the sole right and exclusive 
authority to execute this Agrement and to make or receive payments hereunder. 

5.02 The Parties represent and warrant that they have filly read and understand the 
terms of this Agreement, and have freely and voluntarily executed this Agreement. The P d e s  
represent and warrant that they enter into this Agreement without reliance upon any statement, 
inducement, promise or representation of the other Party or anyone else not fully expressed 
herein. 

5.03 The Parties agree that the terms and conditions set forth herein will be made 
available on a nondiscriminatory basis to any CMRS Provider ih Kentucky that becomes 
similarly situeted ta the Signatory CMRS Providers, pravided that such similkly situated CMRS 
Providers agree to the terms of this Agreement. BellSouth shall provide Written notice to the 
Rural LECs at least 30 days prior to any additional CMRS Provider becoming a party to this 
Agreement. This Agreement will be amended to include such additional CMRS Providers, 

5.04 The Parties agree that in the event that the KPSC ar the FCC rend& an effective 
decision establishing the rights and obligations of the ori&ating, terminating and intermediary 
caniers, then upon request of any P a r t y  hereto, the Parties will rentigotiate all of the terms and 
conditions of this A g r m e n t  to be consistent with all controlling laws and regulations. In the 
event that the Parties are unable to reach a new agreement for alternative arrangements, the 
affected Parties shall petition the KPSC to determine the rights and obligations of the Parties. 
The effective date of any new agreement will be mutually agreed by the Parties or determined by 
the KPSC. 

I PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
6.00 Entire Agreement and Successors in Interest 

6-01 This Agreement reflects the entire agreem and u n d e r s t a n 4 n  OFKE TUCKY the 
Parties with respect to the scape of the subject matters ad ssed herein, s u m c r d l  prior 
agreements, arrangements, understandings, reprElldNKMTWm?Mtitth 
oral and written, related to the subject be binding%bHw%&e to the 1; 



. I  . .  

benefit of the executors, administrators, personal representatives, heirs, assigns, and surxessors 
of each Party. 

7,OO Severability of Provisions 

7.01 The Parties agree that any provision of this Agreement, which is or becomes 
prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the 
extent of such prohibition or unenforceability, without invalidating the remaining provisions 
hereof or affecting the validity or enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction. In 
the event of the prohibition or unenforceability of any provision ofthis Agreement in any 
jurisdiction, the Parties agree to.negotiate in good faith to revise such provision to accomplish the 
intent of the Parties in a manner permissible and enforceable within such jurisdiction. 

-- - 
8.0 Governing Law 

8.01 This Agreement including all matters of construction, validity and performance 
shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with, the laws of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky without giving effect to the choice of law or conflicts of law provisions thereof. 

9.0 Additional Documents and Negotiations 

9.01 The Parties agree to cooperate fully and execute any and all supplementary 
documents and to take ail additional actions that may be n e c e s s q  or appropriate to give full 
force and effect to the terms and intent of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, resolving 
any and all operational issues associated with the implementation of this Agreement. 

I 
9.02 Upon execution of this Ageement, the Parties agree to work cooperatively to 

identify and resolve any other issues associated with the d e l i v q  of traffic between the Parties 
that is within the scope of this Agreement. 

10.0 C0unterpal-t.s I 
10.01 This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed 

an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

1 1 .O Dispute Resolution 

1 I .01 Any dispute between or among any of the Parties regarding the interpretation or 
enforcement of this Agreement, or any of its terms and 
faith negotiation between and among the Parties, in the fi 
fail to resolve the dispute in a reasonable time, any Party 
appropriate action at the KPSC to resolve the dispute, P 
conditions of this Agreement shall remain in full force 
perform the services described in this Agreement. 

SECTION 9 (1) 

BY___ ------ 
Executive Director 
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M WITNESS 'THEREOF, the &ties have -fully executed this Agreement as of 
2004. -.---------I 

" " _  

TEL,ECOMMUN ATIQNS, INC. 

~- 

i 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISStON 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSLJANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

AMERICAN CELLULAR CORPORATlON 
f/Ma A C C . M T U C K Y  L I C E W  LLC 

By: .- 
Timothy J. Duffjl ' ' " 

Title: Sr. Vice President & CTO - 0 -  

P U B LI C SERVICE COM M I SS I ON 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05io I 12004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:OI 1 
SECTION 9 (I) 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

AT&T WIRELESS PCS. LLC, on behalf of itself 
and i t s  afiliate, Trite1 Communications. Inc. 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
Q5/0 112004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:OT i 
SECTION 9 (1) 

Executive Director 



EXHABIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

BELLSOUTH MOBILITY L.LC d@/a CINGULAR 
WlRELESS and BELLSOUTH PERSONAL 
COMMUNICATIONS LLC d/b/a CINGIJLAR 
WIRELESS 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/0 1/2OO4 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5r011 
SECTION 9 (1) 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

SPRINT SPECTRUM L.P., on behalfaf itself 
and Sprintcorn, Inc., d/b/a SPRMT PCS 

PlJBLlC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0510 112004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

BY ---....-.- 
Executive Director 



BAELARD RURAL TELEPHONE CQOPERATNE COW., INC. 

-_1_ Title: - 

DUO COUNTY TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

By: I-.--- 

Title: ------ 

FOOTHLLS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

COALFIELDS TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

By: - 

Title: -- 

." 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

Executive Director 



, 
~ I 

EXHIBIT B 

BALLARD RURALTELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., PIC. 

Title: - 

BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

J 
DUO COUNTY TELEPHONE COOPERATWE CORP., WC. 

FOOTHILLS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., RVC. 

By: .-__I---- 

Title: - 

COALFIELDS TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

By: 

Title: .- I PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01 12004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:O 1 1 
SECTION 9 ( 1 )  

- -  
. .  

B Y - C - - - - -  
I 

Executive Director 



. '. I 

, 

EXHIBIT B 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

FOOTHILLS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE cow., INC. 

Title: __ 

COALFELDS TELEPHONE COMPANY, MC, 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY - I  EFFECTIVE 

Title: 

0510 112004 
PURSlJANT TO 807 KAR 5:O 1 1 

SECTION 9 ( 1 )  

~ _ _ _ _ - - -  
BY- Executive Director 



. . "_ 

EXHIl3IT B 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATNE cow., INC. 

BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

DUO COUNTY TELEPHONE COOPERATrVE CORP., INC. 

By: _-_- --- 
Title: __ 

FOOTHLLS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., PIC. 

COALFELDS TELEPHONE COMPANY, MC, 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
QF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/Q1/2O04 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:Oll 
SECTION 9 (1) 



" "  . .  

EXHIBlT B 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATWE COW., INC. 

__-- BY 

Title: __. 

BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY, WC. 

DUO COUNTY TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE COD.,  INC. 

BY ___--.,p_-p- 

-.-- Title: _. 

FOOTHIILS RURAT, TELEPHONE COOPERATNE COW., WC. 

By. -- 
Title: 

COALFIELDS TELEPHONE COMPANY, I'NCq 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/0 112004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

__.- 

Executive Director 



. . 1 

EXHXBXT B 

HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COQPERATNE, INC. 

IBGAN TELEPHONE COaPERAmrE, WC. 

By: -- 

MOlJNTAIN TELEPHONE COOPERATNE, INC. 

By : ..---1__-- 

Title: -- 

NORTH CENTRAL TELEPHONE COOPERA”l% INC. 

Title: 

PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE 

PUBLAC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01 12004 

PlJRSUANT TO 807 KAR 201 1 
SECTION 9 (1) 

-I__ 

Executive Director 
BY 



E X H I B I T  B 

HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, MC. 

. , .. By : 

Title: 
I -. - .  

LOGAN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, ENC. 

MOUNTAIN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

NORTH CENTRAL TELEPHONE COOPERPLTTVE, INC. 

BY: ..-- 

Title: ____ 

PEOPLBS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATWE 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01 12004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

Executive Director 



E X H I B I T  B 

, 
Q 

HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, MC. 

BY: - 

- - - ____-. - .- Title: ~ 

- - -  W A N  TELEPHONE COOPERATNE, MC.- - -_ -- 

By: 

Title: - 

MOUNTAIN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

NORTH CENTRALTELEPHONE COOPERATNE, LNC. 

PEOPL,ES RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE 

Title: 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0510 112004 

PURSCIANT TO 807 KAR 501  1 
SECTION 9 (1) 



HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

LDGAN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, JNC. 

MOUNTAIN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, MC. 

By: --- 

Title: 

NORTH CENTRAL TELEPHONE COO TIVE, INC. 
c 7 

PEOPL,ES RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE 

By: -- 

Title: 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:Oll 
SECTION 9 (1) 

r 
I' 

BY- _--- 
Executive Director 



E X H I B I T  B 

HIGHLAND TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

-- By: 

L&AN TELEPHONE COOP ERA^ MC. 

MOUNTAIN TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, LNC. 

BY - 
--- Title: 

NORTH CENTRAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, MC. 

PEOPLES RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATlVE 

Title: 
\ 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 301 I 
SECTION 9 ( I )  

Executive Director 



E X H I B I T  B 

SOUTH CENTRAL R TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE COW., MC. 

THACKER-GEUGSBY TELEPHONE COMPANY, INC. 

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

I 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECT iVE 
05/D 112004 

PlJRSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 



EXHIBIT B 

SOIJTH CENTRAL RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE COW., MC. 

Title: __-_- 

THACKER-GRIGSBY TEL,EPHONE COMPANY, TNC ~ ~ ' .. 

- -  
__ Title: K L . ,  - 

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, NC. 

I 1 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

OFKENTUCKY 
EFFECTIVE 
0510 112004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

. .  

BY---------- 
-3 

Executive Director 



EXHIBIT B 

SOUTH CENTRAL, R I J W  TELEPHONE COOPERATNE CQRP., MC. 

THACKER-GRIGSBY TELEPHONE COMPANY, WC. 

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, INC. 

.PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFEClWE 
05/01/2004 

PURSlJANT TO 807 KAR 5rOl1  
SECTION 9 (1) 

By- e- -- --- 
Executive Director 



EXHIBIT B 

LEWISPORT T E L E P H O ~ C O M P A N Y  

SALEM TELEPHONR S O M F F Y  
. ./ 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0 510 1 I2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:O 11 
SECTION 9 (1) -* 

_----L_..- 

Executive Dicectar 
BY- 



EXHIBIT €3 

ALLTEL K.EHTUCK,Y, MC. 

-__I- 

t“ - +-C - 0  ‘f 

BAUARD R U M L  TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP;., INC. 

By: 

DUO COUNTY TEEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORp., IhC. 

.: I By: -- 
Title: 

FOOTHIUS RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE COW., WC. . 

” .  

. . ” .  

P U 8 LI C S ERVl C E COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0510 112004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:OI 1 
SECTION 9 (1) 

-_--___I 

Executive Director 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

CELLCO PARTNERSHIP dk!s YEXIZON 
WIRELESS 

GTE WIRELESS of the MIDWEST IHCORPORATED 
&%/a VEI&?XIbi‘WREf;ESS 

KENTUCKY RSA NO, 1 PARWERSHIP d / b h  
V ERlZON WlRELEsS 
By CELLCO,EMVF@FGH, its gsneral partner 

PIJBL.IC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:01 ‘I 
SECTION 9 ( I )  

. .  , 
. .  

B Y l W  I__-- 

Executive Director 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

I 

. . -. . ._ 

.. - -  

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5r0.11 
SECTION 9 (1) 

------- 
Executive Director 



EXFmIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

COMSCAPE COMMLMICATIONS, LNC. 

I 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0510 1120c)4 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 

Executive Directo?' 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a"'copy of the faregoing was served on the individuals on the 

attached Service List by mailing a copy thereof, this 28th day of April 2004. 

--. 
I .  ., w 4  . -  - /.L" ,.'- 

, / L  I < .-" 
Dorothy J. Charkbers ' 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
0510 112004 

PIJRSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:011 
SECTION 9 (1) 



I,, 
EXHIBIT B 

ALLTEL, KENTUCKY, INC. 

Title: 

(-f-a-L-DIcf 

BALLARD RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

BRANDENBURG TELEPHONE COMPANY, l??C. 

-__.- By: 

DUO COUNTY TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

By: 

Title: - - 

FOOTHXLS RURAL. TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORP., INC. 

By: 

Title: 

5. , - 
B Y - e  Executive Director 

PUBLIC SERVICE COM M 1 SS ID N 
OF KENTUCKY 

05/01/2004 
PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5 : O l i  

SECTION 9 (I) 

, EFFECTIVE 
I 

I 
1 



. . .- 

EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

CELLCO PARTNERSHIP &/a VERIZON 
WIRELESS 

GTE WIRELESS of the MIDWEST INCORPORATED 
dlbla VERIZON WIRELESS 

KENTUCKY RSA NO. 1 PARTNERSHIP d/b/a 
V ERIZON WIRELESS 
By C E L L C O W E R S H I P ,  its general partner 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
O5/O1 /ZOO4 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5 0 1  1 
SECTION 9 (I) 
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EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

COMSCAPE COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

E y: 
_I 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:Oll 
SECTION 9 (1) 

.--- 
E x e z z e  Director 
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EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 
05/01/2004 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 5:O I1 
SECTION 9 (1) 

. .  * . .  
B Y - s m - - -  Executive Director 



EXHIBIT A 
Signatory CMRS Providers 

T-MOBILE USA, Inc. 

I I 

16 

_ -  

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF KENTUCKY 

EFFECTIVE 

PURSUANT TO 807 KAR 201 1 
SECTION 9 (I) 

o 5 / 0 ~ 2 0 0 4  

I 

Executive Director 
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To: 
Subject: 

DePptTiP 
RE: Ballard April 2011 CABS Access Invoice 

From: Stephen Jones [mailto:sjones@brtc.net] 
Sent: Monday, May 09,2011 2:42 PM 
To: Depp,Tip 
Subject: Nv: Ballard April 2011 CABS Access Invoice 

From: PTTARD, JOE (ATTSI) [mailto:jp6837@att.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 5:06 PM 
To: sjones@brtc.net 
Cc: BROZYNSKI, JOE (ATTSI); MADDOX JR., ELON W (ATTSI) 
Subject: Ballard April 2011 CABS Access Invoice 

Mr. Janes, 

AJ&T Kentucky is in receipt of Ballard’s April Invoice(s) dated April 10,2011 in the amount of $37,267.74 (Net) 
On this invoice, Ballard Rural Telephone issued credits for CMRS traffic totaling 311,834 minutes of use. 

AT&T’s analysis of the EM1 records provided to Ballard Rural Telephone shows 447,538 minutes of use in the 
amount $ 63,595.15 should be credited on the amount billed to  AT&T KY. Of this amount, AT&T believes that 
99,075 minutes of use originated from Halo Wireless. We share your concerns about this traffic, but we do 
not agree that your calculations for this traffic are correct for IntraLATA toll compensation under the terms of 
the KY KSRP order. Therefore, AT&T Kentucky disputes 99,075 MOUs in the amount of $14,078.56 and has 
deducted this amount from i ts payment to Ballard Rural Telephone, If Ballard Rural Telephone would like to 
join AT&T Kentucky in i t s  efforts to  address these concerns with Halo or the Kentucky Public Service 
Commission, le t  us knaw. 

Joe Pitard 

Sr. Financial Analyst 

AT&T Wholesale Finance 

205321-2745 

Email: Joe.Pitard@att.com 

1 
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To: Kentucky ILEC - Brandenburg lelephone Company 

Name 
Title 

From :Joe Pitard, AT&T 

Todd Wallace 
CTO 

Date: March 25,2011 

Addr2 (Room No., Suite, etc.) 
City, State, Zip Code 
Phone Number 
Fax Number 

Subject: Halo Wireless (OCN 429F) 

Box 127 
Fort Worth, TX 76107 
682-551-3797 
81 7-338.3777 

it has come to our attention that a new Meet Point Billing Wireless Carrier, Halo Wireless (OCN 429F) is 
now providing service in Kentucky. Since they do provide EM1 110101 records, their usage is included in 
the monthly wireless records provided by AT&T-KY. We believe that your most recent Access Invoice 
contains terminating Halo usage that should be removed. 

in an effort to provide assistance regarding contact information a t  Halo Wireless, we have provided the 
fallowing which should allow your company to properly bill Halo Wireless for their Terminating usage. 

I Addrl (Sfreef Address) . I 3437 W. 7h Street I 

I Email Address I twalIace(ii),IiaIowireIess.com I 

We withheld payment of $55,181.81 based on overpayment for 278,696 MOUs ($.1980 per MOU) last 
month . Our EM1 totals indicated Halo terminated 251,584 MOUs to BBTEL in January and 398,531 in 
February, We are providing a credit far the difference in MOUs (27,112 @ .198 or $5,368) for January 
and crediting AT&T for $71,297 (398,531@ $.1789) for February Halo Wireless MOUs. 

Please contact Halo Wireless and bill them for their terminating usage. AT&T-KY will provide credits for 
Hala Wireless usage as long as it appears in your Access bills. 

http://twalIace(ii),IiaIowireIess.com
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LL P 
AT T 0 R N E ‘< S 

J o h n  E. Sclcnl 
502-540-23 I5  

“juhn.selent~!tiiiisl~\~.coln 

March 28,201 1 

Halo Wireless, Inc. 
Attn: Interconnection ManagerILegal Dept. 
3437 West Seventh Street, Suite 127 
Fort Worth, TX 76 I07 

Re: Interconnection Agreement with Brandenburg Telephone Company 

Dear SirIMadam: 

We are counsel to Brandenburg Telephone Company (” Brandeliburg Telephone”). 

It has come to our attention that, in January and February of 2011, Halo Wireless 
(“Halo”) used AT&T’s network to quietly send more than 568,000 minutes of traffic for 
termination on Brandenburg Telephone’s network. We have reason to believe that this practice is 
continuing in naturc. 

Halo has made no effort to establish the appropriate interconnection agreement (“ICA”) 
for the exchange of this traffic with Braiidenburg Telephone. Halo has also failed to compensate 
Brandenburg TeIecoin for the termination of this and any future traffic. 

Applying the rate approved by the Kentucky PSC ($.005040/MOU) to traffic terminated 
by Halo Wireless to date (568,772 MOU in January and Febniary of 201 l), Halo Wireless owes 
Rrandenburg Telephone $1,85 1.33 for the termination of the traffic delivered in January a i d  
February of 20 I 1. 

In order to resolve this matter, Halo must promptly do the following: 

1. Execute an I’CA with Brandenburg Telephone, effective on the date traffic was 
first delivered by Halo Wireless. Brandenburg Telephone is willing to use its 
existing agreement with T-Mobile (subject to an appropriate modification of the 
traffic factors therein) as a template for the ICA with Halo. 

la1 5. Fifth Street, Suite 2500 Louisville, KY 4D202-3175 
SO2 581.8000 502 581.81 11 fax w ~ ~ d i n ~ l a w c o r n  



Halo Wireless, Iiic 
March 28,20 1 I 
Page 2 

. . '- 

I 

2. Establish a dedicated facility Tor the exchange of traffic. Consisteilt with the 
PSC's decision, a DS-1 is appropriate given the current voli~nic of traffic. 

3. Compensate Brandenburg Tclephoiic for the trat't'ic terminalion services il tias 
provided through the date an ICA is executed. (This amount grows daily. 
Likcwisc, if we discover that Halo has terminated traffic to Brandenburg 
Telephone since before January of 201 1, the total due to Brandenb~irg Telephone 
may be greater than $3,851.33.) 

We hope to resolve this matter promptly and without the iieed to resort to the Public 
Service Conimission of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Accordingly, please contact us w i t h  
the next two weeks to arrange for execution of an Intercoiiiiectioii Agreement and payiiieiit of the 
outstanding balance. 

Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

JES/IM/lcsc 

Cc: Edward T. Depp, Esq. 

re LLP 
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LLP 
A T T O R N E Y S  

John E. Selent 

,jolu7.selent@dinslaw.com 
502-540-23 15 

April 21,2011 

John Marks 
GeneraI Counsel 
Halo Wireless, Inc. 
3437 West Seventh Street, Suite 127 
Fort Worth, TX 76 107 

Re: Interconnection Agreement with South Central Rural Telephone 
Cooperative Corp., Tnc. 

Dear SirMadarn: 

We are counsel to South Central Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc. (“South 
Ceiitral”). Please be advised this letter is a formal and bona fide request for interconnection 
pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 25 1. 

It has come to our attention that Halo Wireless (“Halo”) has made arrangements with 
AT&T Kentucky to deliver traffic through AT&T’s network for termination to South Central’s 
network. We have reason to believe that this practice is continuing in nature. 

Halo has made no efTort to establish the appropriate interconnection agreement (“ICA”) 
for the exchange of this traffic with South Central. Halo has also failed to compensate South 
Central for the termination of this traffic as well as any fiture traffic that it may seek to deliver. 

In order to resolve this matter, Halo must promptly do tlie folIowing: 

1. Execute an ICA with South Central, effective OR the date traffic was first 
delivered by Halo. South Central is willing to w e  its existing agreement with T- 
Mobile (subject to an appropriate modification of the trai%rc factors therein) as a 
template for the ICA with Halo. 

2. Compensate South Central for the traffic termination services it has provided 
through the date an ICA is executed. (This mount grows daily.) 

101 5. Fifth Street, Suite 2500 Louisville, KY 40202-3’175 
502.581.8000 502.581.81 11 Fax www.dinslaw.com 

mailto:jolu7.selent@dinslaw.com
http://www.dinslaw.com


Halo Wireless, Inc. 
April 21,201 1 
Page 2 

We hope to resolve this matter promptly and without the need to resort to the Public 
Service Commission o f  the Commonwedth of Kentucky. Accordingly, please contact us within 
the next two weeks to arrange for execution of an Interconnection Agreement and payment of the 
outstanding balance. 

Very truly yows, 

DINSMORE & S H O E  LLP 

JES/KRWlcsc 

cc: Edward T. Depp, Esq. 

LLP 
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3437 W. 7'h Street, Suite 127, Fort Worth, TX 76107 

March 31,2013. 

Mr. John E. Selent 
101 S. Fifth Street, Suite 2500 
Louisville, KY 40202-3175 

RE: Brandenburg Telephone Company 

Dear Mr. Selent: 

I am general counsel for Halo Wireless, Inc. Please direct all further communications regarding Halo to 
me. This is  in response to your letter to Halo dated March 28,2011. 

Please be advised that Halo Wireless, Inc. has not requested and does not request negotiations or any 
change to the current bill and keep arrangement which exists as between the parties. It appears that 
you do desire to change the status quo. 

It is not clear from your letter how you wish to proceed. You may be seeking to negotiate an agreement 
pursuant to § 251(a) of the Communications Act. If that is the case, please so state, and we can proceed 
solely on that basis. If you are an ILEC and desire to exercise the option afforded by FCC rule 20.11(e), 
then we will implement the requirements of the rule. Once you properly invoke rule 20.11(e) the parties 
will apply the negotiation and arbitration procedures in the Act and negotiate terms implementing your 
duties under § 251(b) and (c) of the Act. 

A t  this point, we do not believe that you have properly invoked FCC rule 20.1Z(e) if that was your intent. 
The rule expressly requires two things. First the ILEC must request interconnection. Second, the ILEC 
must expressly invoke the negotiation and arbitration procedures in 4 252. Your request does not 
adequately specify, request or invoke each of these separate requirements. If and to the extent you 
wish to seek state-level arbitration should the parties not reach a complete set of terms then you are 
required to request that Halo submit to state-level arbitration a t  some point prior to the date you file a 
state-level petition for arbitration. 

Despite the notice in this letter that if you were attempting to implement rule 20.11(e) YOU did not 
correctly or adequately do so, we are certainly willing to discuss this matter with you a t  this time to 
resolve the problem, to gain a better understanding of what it is you seek, and to possibly iron out any 
differences we might have regarding our respective rights under the law and FCC rules. We are also 
willing to discuss substance (including but not limited to § 25l(b) and (c) matters), but any such 
discussions will be without waiver of our contentions. We can also explore other possibilities and 

1 



contexts in which the parties can came to a voluntary and complete resolution of all issues. If this is of 
interest to you let me know and we can arrange a conference call with you, our business/technical 
peaple and our outside counsel at  any time mutually convenient ta all of us. 

Sincerely, 

John Marks 
General Counsel 
jmarks@halowireless.com 

2 
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2351 W, Northwest Hwy, Suite 1204, Dallas, TX 75220 

May 3,2011 

Mr. JohnE, Selent 
101 S. Fifth Street, Suite 2500 
Louisville, ICY 40202-3 175 

RE: South Central Rwal Telephone Cooperative Corp., Inc. 

Dear Mr. Selent: 

I am general counsel for Halo Wireless, Inc. Please direct all further communications regarding 
Halo to me. This is in response to your letter to Halo dated April 21,201 1. 

Please be advised that Halo Wireless, Inc. has not requested and does not request negotiations or 
any change to the cu-rent no compensation arrangement which exists between the parties. Halo 
has no duty to do so, nor is there any duty or responsibility to pay any compensation to South 
Central at this time. Finally, Halo has no legal obligation to ccpromptly’y do either of the two 
things you demand in your letter. If South Central desires to change the stafus quo going- 
foiward, then it has the right to start a process for that to occur. But your client must execute all 
required steps and properly invoke its rights; it has not done so. 

We cannot tell from your letter precisely what rights your client is attempting to assert or how it 
desires to proceed. You may be seeking to negotiate an agreement pursuant to 8 251(a) of the 
Communications Act. If that is the case, please so state, then we can proceed solely on that 
basis. K your client is an ZLEC and desires to exercise the option af€orded by FCC rule 20.1 l(e), 
then we will of course abide by the requirements of the mle.. Satisfaction of the rule’s 
requirements by your client is a necessary prerequisite for us to proceed. 

At this point, we do not beiieve that you have properly invoked FCC rule 20.1 f(e), if that was 
your intent. The rule expressly requires two things. First, the ILEC must request interconnection. 
Second, the ILEC must expressly invoke the negotiation and arbitration procedures in 6 252. 
Although your letter asserts it is a “request for interconnection” you do not tie it to rule 20. I 1 (e) 
and you do not actually request interconnection. Further and more important, your letter does not 
“invoke the negotiation and arbitration procedures contained in section 252 of the Act.” After 
South Central does both of those things the parties will begin the 8 252 process. If, and to the 
extent the parties do not reach a complete set of terms, and your client chooses to seek state-level 
arbitration, then you are required to formally request that Halo submit to said state-level 

1 



arbitration. This request must be made at some point prior to the date you file a state-level 
petition for arbitration. 

If and when your clients properly invoke rule 20.1 l(e), the parties will operate in accordance 
with the Act’s negotiation and arbitration procedures and negotiate terms that implement South 
Central’s duties under 0 251(b) and (c).. Be advised that Halo will not agree to negotiate or enter 
terms “without regard to the standards set forth in subsections (b) and (c) of section 251.” 
Further, Halo does not agree to limit negotiation topics to only 6 251(b)(5) reciprocal 
compensation; We will seek terms relating to jointly provided exchange access, and 
implementing South Central’s duties under 9 25l(b)(l)-(4) and 6 251(c)(2), (4), ( 5 )  and (6). As a 
part of this process, Halo will ensure that any prices comport with the cost requirements in 0 224 
and 252(d). To that end we will seek cost and network information that you will be required to 
provide under 47 C.F.R. Ij 51.301(c). Despite the notice in this letter that, if you were attempting 
to implement rule 20.1 l(e) you did not correctly or adequately do so, we are certainly willing to 
discuss the matter with you at this time to resolve the problem. We offer to try and gain a better 
understanding of what it is you seek, and to possibly iron out any differences we might have 
regarding out’ respective rights under the law and FCC rules. We are also willing to discuss 
substance, including, but not limited to, Ej 251(b) and (c) matters. All of these discussions will be 
conducted without waiver o f  our contentions. We can also explore other possibilities and 
contexts in wlzich the parties can come to a voluntary and complete resolution of all issues. If this 
is of  interest to you, let me know. We can arrange a conference call with you, our 
businesdtechnical people, and our outside counsel at any time mutually convenient to all of us. 

Sincerely, 

John Marks 
General Counsel 
j marks@halowireless . corn 

2 
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ANNEX I - 
INTRALATA SWITCHED TOLL SERVTCES ANNEX 

Effective: January I, 198s 

33th Annex between SOUTH CENTRAL BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY, having its 

principal place of business in Birmingham, Alakma, herein called the Bdl Company, and 

t he  fndcprndent Company as identified in the Agreement for the Provision of Telecommu- 

nications Smicri and Facilities, sets forth the terms and conditions regarding the 

provision ai MX~LATA switch4 toll service.+ 

SEC-TrON 1 

TRAFFIC COVERED BY THIS ANNEX 

IntraLATA Switched Toti Services are defined as b-rtraLATA Message Teiecom- 

munications Services (MTS), including optional calling plans, orrtiv91.d WIde Area 

Tdccornmunications Services (WATS) and 800 Service, which arc furnished within LATAs 

in which bath tfx Beil  Cornpsny and the hdependent Company operate fn whole or in part 

by the system of the hdcpendent Company and by a e  system of the Beti Company and 

are furnished exclusively by exchange carriers under uniform toll tariffs. 

When hdependent-to-Independent (ED or Bebto-hdepndeot (BO traffic ceases to 

be furnished under toll rate schedules identicat for both the Independent Company and the 

EM1 Company of when either 1-1 or &I traffic becomes an Emended Area Service (EA51 or 

other local service offering, such traffic will no longer be covered by this Annex. No 

cornpernation to the Independent Company will be made by the Bell Company for such 

traffic mder this Annex. 

1 
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SECTIIOLU fI 

0 E FINlnO NS 

Pss purpose of phis Annex: 

The System of the Independent Company comprises the: exchange areas, exchanges, 

Pcrtf stations and Wll circuit groups operated by the Xncfepefident Company and associated 

with EATAs 'in which the Sell Company operates includhg sy$tems a€ Lccal wireline 

exchange a r r i e w  srssaciated within the sasror4.re LATA other t h ~ n  the EM Company with 

which the Endependent Compi.,ny caanects, a specified in Exhibit A of vfib Annex, 

identified a$ a part of the system of the &idependent Campany, w spctcilied in Exhibit A. 

Ifi"at-UTW Outward Wide Area Yctecomrnuniations Service (WATS) includes 

facXties used and service rendered in f umhbing telephone pall sxvicc communications 

from M acces lint to orher stations within a spt~~ffiecl area in iti LATA En accoedaxce with 

x k d u l e ~  of charges, regulations and Conditions stated in the txt=hangt carrier tall. 

tsri i f(s). 



- 3 -  

ZntraLATA 800 $emice includes the facilities used awl services rendered in fumhhing 

800 Sewice from .stations within a LATA to  a custorner premises in czccordance with  The 

schedules of charges, regularions and conditions stated in the exchange carrier tal! 

The ex&angptu of the Independent Cam"psny system C O Y C M ~  by this Annex ; ~ t p  listed 

iw Exhibit W attached hereto, 

'The E a a c  interchanged under this Wmex will be routed zi indicated in Exhibit A to 

Annex. Changes in routing must be agreed BCI ia writing by the prties k l o r e  

Becoming effective, 
I 
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SECTION VI 

TRAFTJC RECORDLNG AND OPERATOOR FUNCTIONS 

The furlcticns required to provide intraLATA witched toll services spwidied. 

hereunder, s, recording and operating of intraLATA MTS, !VATS, and $00 Seplicc, shatl 

be performed as shown in Exhibit 5 attached hereto. 

SECTION ml I .  

CONSTRUCTlON AND PRQTEECTI6N OF PLANT 

I Ea& party will take reasombte precautions in loeation, csnstrtrcrion and 

maintenance of its facilities for protection against hazard and Znterferexe irom power 

lines and other sources. 

. - 8  

Each party wU1 collect all charges payable by its customers for intralATA switched 

Oofl s e ~ i c e s  in inccctrdan@e: with related tariff provisions and will account for and be 

rcspwsible for ouch charges. Each party wiIi keep adequak records of all coU~cpions, 

payments and ether ttansactions hereunder, and such m o e d s  will be subject to itlspeztion 

by the other party upon reasonable request, Each party will furnish eo the other such 

information as may be required for rnanthty cornperustieion purposes. Compensation 

I s t a m r w r i t s  hereunder wilt be rendered monthly by oh& $efi Company eo the Independent 



~_______I__,_,__..__~____,.__..___..... ." .... -- .... ..- .... .. ............................. ~ ~ 

t 
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Company and remittance in full, including disputed amounts, will 'be made: by the  debtor 

c a m p y  by the k t  work day of the month following the month k i n g  settled. If ii 

dispute is substantiated in f ~ v o r  of the exchange carrier,thc fund will return the disputed 

m o u n t  plus i ~ e r a t  {.a3 percent pr day). Disputes which cannot k resolved should be 

referred t o  the 5tatc Fund Oversight Committee %or resoiutiori, 
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This Exhibit sets  forth t h e  basis of compensation f o r  a l l  

t r a f f i c  covered by the IntraLRTA Switched Toll Semices m e x .  

This Exhibit is being revised in accordance with the 

KcntacLc Publ ic  Sewice Camissfonus H8y 6 ,  1991 osder in 

A&inistrative Case 323. 

OE Compensation Exhibit as B result of &he aforementioned order 

and new agreements among the local crcitzange crtrriers (LECs] are 

outlined belaw and are known as the Kentucky Restructured 

Sektlw.eftt Plan (KRSP), This agreement is based onp and 

includes, all agreements reached in a Memorandum of  Uaderstandhg 

attached hereto as addelldurn l o  

Chmges t h a t  are required i n  the Basis 



W v  for  the purpuse of compensation under this Exhibit: 

The Category B Company wi1.I no longer be resporrsfile for  

irncollectibXes ar fraud however it will continue to make 

reas;onab%e and diligent effor ts  to c~k1ec-l: ax&. of the in\lr;raMT& 

swi tched  toll revenues billable to i'cs customers. 

2 .  The Kentucky Restructured SettTement P l a n  (XRSPj i s  n 
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4 ,  The Category ]B Campany i s  the  company which subtends the 

Category A C~npa~ry and does not provide B tandem switching 

function 5x1. 8x1 inter-company basis but m y  provide %he t m d m  

switching func t ion  among its own exchanges on ssaz intra-company 

basi e; u 1 

P 

1,Thc one exception is (=TE which does, in fact, provide 
inter-company $unctions but has elected to 5pelcate as a ategodry 
B company a t  t h e  outset of this agrement;, GTE reserves the  
option to request reclassification as a category A'company 
s u b j e c t  to Conmissinn approval e 
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5.  Access function seam a service function performed fo r  

and necessary to the provision of intraEWTW switched t o l l  service 

including switched access service sirniiif~r to ~eatuuse Group C, 

billing and corle~tjon service, Psnci dhzctorqy esssisant=e c;emiee 
as defined in the  intrastate E Q C C ~ S S  tariffs f i l e d  w i t h  t he  

Kentucky Public Sewice Conmission. 

billing and collection, traffic sensitive and non-tmffic  

sensitive elements e 

Access functions include 

The Category E3 Cmpany m y ,  at its option, process intra-systm 

toll.  calls instead of sending them to a t o l l  center* cowaniee 

may develop 69 switching cost per ~aipaute using the  cost study cW:a 

submitted to t h e  National Exchange Carrier Association 4 
the comparable t o l l  switching cast per ainute af the toll center 

company w i l l  be used as B surrogate. 

rahute i e ;  reflected in Exhibit E, The initial aaoumzt: per minute  

f o r  the network function t;hala not be changed or modified w i t h w t  

adhering to the conditions specified in Camiss%on's order Of 

January 23 ,  1992 in AC323 and the written consent of both the  

t ~ h e  initial mount per 
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Category A and the Category E3 companies, 

the development of i%e i n i t i a l  sates is included in Exhibit F, 

Fur ther  explanation of 

C. 

eskegory A Company its compensation for the provision of 

htraLA'n7k swi%;ehed toll services8 as defined in paragraph A-2 and 

The Category €3 Cmpany sEha2.S receive monthly froia t he  

. 6 *  &mve, for the period covered md in an mount to be 

dekemined 2353 fallows; 

%%e Category B @ampany's access compensation is 

determined by applying the Category ]B Corn]pan]ir's B C C ~ S S  cbzxrge 

t i x i f i r  traffic sensitive and biPPing and collection rates for 

%hose functions provided by the category 113 coqany, to t h e  

current  month's intramTa switched t o l l  traffic provided under 

this Annex. 

rates used in this calculation wibf be those approved by the 

Kentucky Wbiic  seravice Camnission, 

The access tariff rtstes and bilking and caJtbeCti0n 

For purposes of deteminispg 

A access charges, et po in t  of presence {POP) will bc 

asstmed to exist st t h e  end office side of each intraLATA t andm 

swi tch  for  each end off ice  served by t h e  switch.  



here bo~aL t ranspor t  is j o i n t l y  provided, the Category B Company 

w i l l  receive its local transport campensation by applying the 

b i l l i n g  percentages f i l e d  in the  NE^ PCC 1 4  tariff, to tbe? t o t a l  

calcttlated local transport  charges f a r  a given end off ice ,  

The network function coapensa.tion w i l l  be detemi~red by 

multiplying the compariyfl; network rate by prhe total ~ c c e s 5  

m.inutes of use (utlkishng such network) fo r  t he  bnonthly 

settlewent period. 

E. 

functions, NTS, and Network as described in Section C abave, are 

illustrated i n  m - 3  Exhibit E .  

The Category 1B Carclprtrty*s eompensatian rates %or access 



1' 

2 ,  The Category A company will. provide by m e  fifteenth 

work day PoZlowing the close of the calendar month B statement 

f o r  thc ca teyoq  B Comparq detailing the following: 

a *  Tall Revenues due the Category w Company, 

be Access Charge compensation due the Categolty B 

Company from the Category A Company. 
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c .  Network compensation, BS applicable, due tbe  

Category B Company frana the Category W Companys 

d. Net cash flow do or frm the Category 

4, The Category A Conspany will send payment to the Category 

%3 Company having a cash Plow frun it on the  last work dray of the 

month f~llowing t h e  close QE the calendar month under study. 

y studies or dam suppx-ting mount s  received from t h e  

Category W Company will be subject 

Corapany * 

review by the Category pt 

6, Network, messages, revenues, and minutes of use data 
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submitted by t h e  Category B Company will be subject ‘CO review by 

t h e  Category A Campany. 



. . .- .-- . . . . ~ . .. .... " ~ , ~ ... ~ .. . ... . . . .- ". ... .... *- 

I )  , *  

-PO- R I - J C  

Executed this 30th day Of . &rch Is= 
I__ 

WTTTJESS: ZMDEPEMDENT TELEPRONE COHP 

&xecut;ive Vice  President; .,.. 
(Title) 
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Mcstmctured SettPeaent Pllsn 
Jo in thy  Provisioned Kentucky IlntrinjtaT& Toll 

araies will pay Certegory B compmy mS cgiih~tges~ 
f fed traffic sensitnve accessp B&G c b r g e ~  and current 

sbeQwol~.k switching rate compensation to Gaitegaq 81 f8Gs Slaat subbad 
.%he ~ccspectkvep. category A mcs. category B companies tn t u r n  will 
reni t  intramTA I+, o+/o- ,  aga Bi4 billed toax revenues to the 

3 .  The a c c e s ~  charges will be those approved by the Kentucky r S C .  

1 appropriate Category a ZECS. 

The 
@atepry  W Companies w i J l  be responsible for their rlespectsve 
porf;kons sf the non traffic sensitive p o d  as developed by the joint 
motion in &C 323. 

3 4 ,  Category A LEGS w i l l .  be responsible for  filing toll tilriffs. 

k."ilhe Category B LECs will no longer be responsible far 
uncollectibles or fraud, 
responsibility ofE tihe originating company,) 
contingent upon removing from the calculat ion o f  ftTS fu9d 
kevclsc in the j o in t  acttion in AC 323, the amount assocrated 
w i t h  uncollectible revenue in the residual. amounts used in that 
calculation, 

2.Ca"cegory I3 Company DA Minutes of Use will be included in 
se t t l emnt s ,  
Category A companies e 

3.Geographic averaging of toll ra tes  by Category R Company wi 
be adhered to under this agreement.  he Category W Caapiznbes 
w i l l  provide t imely notice t o  Category B LECs of impending 
changes to their toll. tariffs. 

(Unhil2abl.e t01.l~ continue to be t h e  
Rowever, t h i s  is 

Uncolfectibles w i l l  be paid an tun actual. $asis* 

Category B %>a revenues w i l l  be remitted to 



-.- - ,__,.._I_....._____I ~ ~ ..................................................... ~ . . I. I . ... " . . . -. . 

.A surrogate nay be necessary U ~ Q I I  zqreement by the Categav A 
and Category B Campany due to administrative ease. 

5,Categoxy B LEGS will concur in fie t o l l l  tariffs of the 
Category A Companies including the DB charges. 



Effective: I March 3,  E992 

b. Infomat ion  Surcharge .800267 

-1- 
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BT-JE 



........ . ......... ..- ............. . - ................... .... -.. ..... ............ . _. ”^ 
___ll”_ ._ 

WITNESS : 
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EXBXBST F 
February kO, 1992 

the  Category B Compeinles, both the G'PE asri~nge~nextt 

predominant Category B Company arrangement are described below. 

The GTE network arripngement. goes back to 1984 when 

and South Central B e l l  were the only two network companies .$hat 

participated in the Revenue Distribution Fund (RDF). under %he RDF 

settlement plan, which has been in effect since that time w i t h  only 

a few modifications over t he  years, %he network definition was 

described as those funct ions performed %os and necessary to 

provision of intralaT.4 switched t ~ L l  service but which were not  

access func t ions  as defined under t h e  access tariffs. Such 

ftmnctiorts included h%r&EI1TA services p r ~ ~ i d e d  by operators tinct 

i m r t m ~ ~ ~  tandem switching and/or l i n e  haul between the assumed FOP 

locations for int raUTA switched toll service. 

The network compensation was determined by an  annual cost 
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I ,  
., 

The netwark flBnction costs as de tmkned  in %.h@ annuax 

cost s-k;uda(-, were divided by the totria access ainutes  of nse 

{uti%Lzing such nekwork functions) far the cost study 

order 25 obtain F. network cost per minute af useo 

c o s t  pes ~ i n u t e  of use rate was m%tipltied by ehe t o t a l  access 

miarutes of use feaQiLiring such network funet ians)  for the monthPy 

Then the network 

settlement period which detemined kshe mount  sf network 

compensation to be received. 

Due to t he  rapidly changing envlroment i n  which m m y  

cmpanies were updating their  Equipraent end network arx: 

it became apparent to t h e  participants in Lhe RDF that Ei~me 

modifications to the or ig ina l  netwrk definitions were needed. 

interconpany A d  Hoc Committee was established to evaluate the 

s i t u a t i o n  an3 develop an industry agreement and methodology for 

handling t h e  net;work revisions. 

fa 

This a c t i v i t y  was completed August 

2 
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. .  

The cur ren t  network rates for G%E are: 

Network TPmsp0,st Network Operator ~ o t a l ,  Network 

The new category 0f netwsk campany was crcal;ed 

result of individual companies rearranging t h e i r  networks and 

equipping t h e i r  switches in such EX way t ha t  their o m  internal 

intracornpany toll switching coulc be harrdged within their company 

without being routed through the toll center. In order to 

3 
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Coapany 

Duo county 

,009Li 

"0098 

.8240 

0098 

.OB98 (subtends SGB) 

"0053 (subtends GTEj 

.0053 

B i l l  in- 

Paragrr~ph 6b of the Hemorandm of Understandin7 requires 

that tariffed int rastate  b i l l i n g  and collection rates should be 



OR 800 service, the Category W company will insure  that 

5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - PSC 201 1-001 99 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served on the following 

individual by mailing a copy thereof via U.S. Mail, this 18th day of July 201 1. 

Honorable John E. Selent 
Attorney at Law 
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP 
Suite 2500 
101 South Fifth Street 
Louisville, KY 40202 

925657 


